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ARRIVALS  Friday 8/5 Saturday 8/6 Sunday 8/7 Location 
Registration- Main Desk  10:00am - 10:00pm 9:00am - 6:00pm 10:00am - 2:00pm Conv. Entrance
Staff Check-In 9:00am - 12:00pm -- -- Chardonnay Room
Vendor Check-In  9:00am-12:00pm -- -- Bayshore Ballroom
Presenter Check-In  12:00pm-8:00pm 10:00am-8:00pm  2nd fl. stairway landing
Volunteer Signups/ Check-In  10:00am - 10:00pm 9:00am - 6:00pm 10:00am - 2:00pm Chardonnay Room
     
PRESENTER PROGRAMMING Friday 8/5 Saturday 8/6 Sunday 8/7 Location 
Opening Ceremony  4:00pm - 4:45pm -- -- Cedar-Pine
Presentations & Rituals Running 5:00pm - 12:30am 9:00am - 12:30am 11:00am - 10:30pm Tree + City Rooms
Closing Ceremony  -- -- 4:00 PM Cedar-Pine
     
VENDOR ROOM Friday 8/5 Saturday 8/6 Sunday 8/7 Location 
Vendor Load-In  9:00am-12:00pm -- -- Bayshore Ballroom
Vendor Room Open to Public  2:00pm - 8:00pm 10:00am - 6:00pm 10:00am - 6:00pm Bayshore Ballroom
Vendor Load-Out -- -- 6:00pm - 10:00pm Bayshore Ballroom
     
HOSPITALITY SPACES Friday 8/5 Saturday 8/6 Sunday 8/7 Location 
Staff Lounge (Con staff only)  9:00am - 10:00pm 9:00am - 10:00pm 9:00am - 10:00pm Suite 960
Children’s Room  11:00am - 8:00pm 10:00am - 8:00pm  8:00am - 8:00pm Riesling Room
Green Room (Presenters Only)  2:00pm - 9:00pm 9:00am - 9:00pm 9:00am - 9:00pm Suite 956
VIP Lounge (must have VIP Pass) 10a - 10pm (w/ breaks) 10a - 10pm (w/ breaks) 10a - 10pm (w/ breaks) Suite 954
Divination & Altar Room  2:00pm - 9:00pm 9:00 am - 9:00pm 9:00 am - 9:00pm Silicon Valley Room
Oasis Calm & Safe Space  3:00pm - 4:00am 3:00pm - 4:00am 3:00pm - 4:00am Room 241
     
COMMUNITY SUITES  Friday 8/5 Saturday 8/6 Sunday 8/7 Location 
Fire & Ice Heathen Suite  1pm - 2am (w/ breaks) 1pm - 2am (w/ breaks) 1pm - 2am (w/ breaks) Suite 1054 
Pandemos Suite 5:00pm - 10:00pm 1:00pm - late night  1:00pm - 11:00pm Suite 1057  
BIPOC Community Suite  1pm - 10pm (w/ breaks) 10am - 10pm (w/ breaks) 12pm - 10pm (w/ breaks) Suite 1066 
Babalon Salon Suite 5:00pm - 9:00pm 9am - 10pm (w/ breaks) 11:00am - 8:00pm Suite 957 
Family of Druids Suite 12pm - 11pm (w/ breaks) 11am - 11pm (w/ breaks) 11am - 11pm (w/ breaks) Suite 966 

Operating Schedule
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Membership Registration
 Main hotel lobby - 1st Floor next to grand staircase. 
 Hours:  
 Friday, 10:00AM - 10:00PM 
 Saturday, 9:00AM - 6:00PM 
 Sunday, 10:00AM - 2:00PM 
 Find a staff member or Safety Rover and ask them to call 
Registration for assistance after hours. 
 Your badge gives you access throughout the conference. You 
must wear it when you are in conference spaces.  You will not be 
allowed into programming events or hospitality spaces/ community 
suites on the 2nd, 9th or 10th floors without your badge. If you lose 
your badge, you will need to pay a fee for a replacement.

QUICK GUIDE TO LANYARD/BADGE COLORS & MEANINGS 
 Black Badge: Safety Team (Rover, Counselor, 1st Aid)
 Yellow Lanyard: Staff 
 Red Lanyard: Do not take my photo! 
 Blue Lanyard: Presenter
 Green Lanyard: Vendor 
 Black Lanyard: General Admission 

Programming
 Main Event Programming takes place in the “Tree” and 
“City” Rooms on the 1st and 2nd Floor, and there is a selection 
of additional programming offered by Community Suites and 
Hospitality Spaces which can be found in those areas of this 
guidebook. We offer multiple simultaneous programs at most 
times throughout the conference. Even so, rooms may fill up and 
you may not be able to find a seat at every event. 
 Please be prompt - if you are late you may not get in.
 A note about Rituals: Rituals are sacred, spiritual ceremonies 
which ask their attendees to be intentional, respectful, and careful 
not to dominate or disrupt the space. Once a ritual has begun, 
please follow the instructions of the leader and do not break the 
circle/ leave the room unless it is an emergency or you have been 
instructed to do so by the leader. 

Information Desks + Lost and Found
 Main Lobby Area near registration- 1st Floor 
 Got questions? The staff at our Info Desk can help. For 
directions, explanations, places to eat, transportation options, and 
more, come to the Info Desk. Maps and schedules are posted there 
throughout the conference, this is also where we house the Lost 
and Found. 
 Posting Flyers: If you have flyers to promote other events, you 

may bring them to the Info Desk to be approved and put out on 
our boards. Unapproved flyers will be removed.

Between the Veils Hospitality Spaces
 We are pleased to offer a selection of hospitality spaces to 
various members of our community. 

 The Childrens’ Room - Riesling (2nd Floor) 
 Hours:
 Friday: 11:00AM - 8:00PM
 Saturday: 10:00AM - 8:00PM
 Sunday: 9:00AM - 8:00PM
 Find full schedule under Community Suites & Hospitality 
Spaces.
 Parents or guardians may bring children to play and enjoy 
special youth programming. THIS IS NOT A DAYCARE. Each 
child must have a designated responsible adult in the room with 
them at all times.
 The Oasis Calm & Safe Space - Room 254
 Hours:
 Friday 3:00pm - 4:00am
 Saturday & Sunday 10:00am - 4:00am
 The Oasis is both a Community Suite, hosted by the Oasis 
Group, and a hospitality space, connected to our Safety system. 
This is a de-stimulating, calming, safe space where any attendee is 
welcome to go to get some quiet and care. You do not have to talk 
to anyone here, there are gentle activities available, and there are 
attendants on hand to help with whatever you need
 The Divination & Altar Room - Silicon Valley (2nd Floor) 
 Open hours: TBA, please find posted on door of room. 
A dual space: This room houses altars to various deities, and 
a general community altar where people may bring individual 
tokens, offerings, notes, or other items to honor and remember. 
 This room will also host 1-2 people offering divination services 
during open hours, who will provide readings of varying kinds. 
Attendees may sign up for reading appointments in the book at 
the door of the room. Divination providers may ask for a donation 
in exchange for their services- this is between the people providing 
and receiving this service; Between the Veils does not sponsor, 
mediate, or otherwise participate in any exchange of payment in 
this room. 
 The VIP HospitaliTEA Lounge - open to VIP Ticket Holders 
only. Special programming, including the exclusive VIP High Tea, 
is available to VIP ticket holders when they pick up their badge. 
 The Green Room/ Presenter Lounge - open to presenters 
only. More information available to presenters when they pick up 
their badge. 
 The Staff Lounge - open to Conference staff members only. 
More information available to staff members when they pick up 

 The time has finally come for our very first in person 
conference! It’s been a wild ride.

 When we first began, our nonprofit was built to host a 
better kind of pagan conference. We built our event on the 
pillars of transparency, accountability, respect for everyone 
who puts their time and energy toward our endeavors, and 
uplifting the voices of the most marginalized in our commu-
nity. 

We hope that this weekend will show you the first fruits of 
this vision. Then we ask you to imagine: what else can we as 
a community and organization accomplish together?
We are so glad that you could join us this weekend and on 
this journey.

– The Board of Directors of Between the Veils

Welcome to The Gathering Paths 2022
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their badge. 

Volunteering
 Chardonnay Room - 2nd Floor
 Interested in working some volunteer hours in exchange for 
a partial or full refund of your ticket? We can use the help! If 
you are a registered attendee and would like to participate in 
this program, come sign up (or sign in, if you pre-registered to 
volunteer) at Volunteer HQ in the Chardonnay room. 
 You will be assigned to any available shifts that match with 
the availability you list (each 4 hours) and will be expected to show 
up to those shifts if you are selected. Showing up late or leaving 
early without communication/ permission from your supervising 
staff will result in no refund being offered. 
 People who volunteer two 4-hour shifts (8 hours total) 
will have the option to  receive a refund worth ½ of a general 
admission ticket. 
 People who volunteer four or more 4-hour shifts (16 hours 
total or more) will have the option to receive a refund worth 1 
general admission ticket. 

Community Agreements
 Every person who enters the Gathering Paths does so with 
the expectation that they understand and will abide by these 
agreements. Failure to do so by any person- regardless of role or 
status in the community- will be cause for facilitated discussion, 
intervention, or in certain cases, removal from the event. 
 Therefore, read these carefully. If you have any questions or 
want to make sure you are understanding / not in violation of 
these agreements - or if you think someone may be in violation 
of them -  talk to a Safety Rover or someone at the Info Desk. 
They can connect you with a Right Relations committee member, 
who will be happy to discuss your concerns or questions. 

INCLUSIVITY
 Inequality and injustice exist and we recognize the nature 
and power of systemic inequality in all aspects of our lives. Our 
community upholds the vision of an inclusive magic(k)al and 
spiritual community. Gender identity, gender expression, sexual 
orientation, dis/abilities, neuro-typical/divergent, ethnicity/ethnic 
heritage, race, age, size, class, and citizenship status are only some 
of the more obvious examples of how people can be marginalized. 
Our spiritual traditions call us to value each person as a whole 
being, we will uphold this principle in all our work.
 Our community members are from varied places, traditions 
and experiences. We do not respect any traditions over another. As 
we can only speak from our own experiences and understanding, 
no one will ever be asked to speak for another person or group.

ANTI-HARASSMENT
 Harassment has no place in our community. We affirm the 
bodily and emotional autonomy of all of our members. Any 
hostility, bullying, stalking or forceful pestering, demeaning and/
or degrading behavior will be dealt with by the Right Relations 
committee and may lead to ejection from our community. Making 
another person uncomfortable using sexual, threatening or 
demeaning language is a type of harassment. We commit to 
working hard to make our spaces safe.

CONSENT
 We believe in bodily, spiritual and emotional autonomy in all 

of our spaces. Consent practices are necessary beyond the confines 
of any physical space, and include online conferences, networking 
spaces and meetings. Any physical contact must be initiated by 
asking for enthusiastic consent, or an affirmative yes. A healthy 
model for consent includes consenting for participation within 
ritual spaces, receiving consent before sharing any pornographic 
or violent/graphic images, and affirming the right to pass/abstain 
in workshop spaces. Always ask.
 We are a sex-positive community. We encourage healthy 
boundaries and open communication. Some workshops, groups 
and ritual spaces may include nudity and/or consensual sexual 
activity. Participation at one’s own discretion. Minors will not be 
allowed to participate in any events that include nudity or sexual 
activity.

CULTURAL APPROPRIATION
 Cultural appropriation is a symptom of racism and colonization 
that continues to damage our communities, especially within 
Indigenous communities. We understand cultural appropriation 
to be the profiting from traditions and practices that have been 
taken without permission and often used for monetary gain. 
This can lead to misinformation, false history and corruption 
of cultures by the white patriarchal systems. We are mindful of 
cultural appropriation in ritual space and practices, speakers and 
presentations.

ACCOUNTABILITY
 We do not use the phrase “assume good intentions” as a 
part of our community agreements. While this phrase is intended 
to promote understanding, sharing, honesty and authentic 
relationship, it can undermine commitments to inclusivity 
and support for marginalized people. The phrase places the 
responsibility for hurt on the person who has received the hurt, 
who is very often a marginalized person. It is vital that we 
recognize the impact our actions have on others, in our daily lives 
and especially as a spiritual practice.
 When anyone attending the Conference is out of step with 
these agreements, they will be called in with the Right Relations 
Team. The Right Relations Team functions to maintain healthy 
interpersonal and spiritual relationships with community members. 
Actions of the Right Relations Team will include mediations, 
conversations and any tools for bringing people back into the 
community.

Photo and Online Consent
 We know that in the internet age, bodily autonomy extends 
past the here-and-now. Photography and video recording of 
anyone at this conference without their explicit consent is 
strictly forbidden, including presenters.  We will have event 
photographers roaming and snapping shots of the event, in public 
and conference spaces. If you do NOT want your photo taken by 
them, you may request a bright red lanyard with your badge at 
registration, and the photographers will not include you in any 
shots. 

Hotel Policies
 Please remember that we are guests at the DoubleTree. 
Failure to follow their policies both communicates disrespect to 
our hosts and jeopardizes our ability to hold events here in the 
future. To that end: 
 There is no sleeping in any public areas of the hotel. 
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 There is no smoking, vaping, or open flame permitted 
anywhere inside the hotel or within 30 feet of exits.
 Nudity and sexual activity are not permitted in any public 
space in the hotel, including the pool and hot tub. 
 Pets are not allowed in Conference spaces or near food 
establishments, and must be crated/ caged until they are 
inside your private room. If you plan to bring a pet, please 
check the hotel’s pet policy to ensure you understand it first.

Safety & Conflict-Resolution Resources
 All of these resources and team members can be contacted 
by any of our event attendees by speaking with a Safety Rover 
(who have radios and black badges that say ‘Safety’), the Info 
Desk near the 1st Floor Grand Staircase, the Oasis Suite on 
the 2nd Floor, or in cases of after-hours emergency when these 
locations are not staffed, the Zinfandel room on the 2nd floor 
Room 262..

MEDICAL HELP & 1ST AID
We have a trained medical professional on-call inside the hotel at 
all times, with backup available. If you or someone you are near 
is in need of any medical attention including falls, cuts, burns, loss 
of consciousness, sudden sickness or physical distress, etc. please 
find our medical team using one of the methods listed at the 
beginning of this section. They can arrive faster than calling 911. 

MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS 
If you or someone near you is experiencing a mental health crisis 
or a concerning mental state, please do not hesitate to contact 
our safety team. We have at least one licensed counselor on staff 
and backup available at all times inside the hotel. 
 A note about ritual-induced unstable states: Magic, 
Spirituality, Ritual, and Occult practice are no joke, and sometimes 
people can enter unstable, confused, or unsafe states through 
these practices. We have a Ritual Response team on staff within 
the hotel to help people through such occasions. Please do not 
hesitate to call on our safety team if you suspect this may have 
happened. 

OASIS CALM & DE-STIMULATION SPACE
 If you or someone you are near needs a safe, quiet space to 
calm down, escape the stimulation of the Conference, recover from 
an intense experience or trigger, and feel safer and supported- 
find the Oasis Suite on the 2nd floor. This is a gentle, quiet place 
with water, snacks, and attendants who are gifted in care and 
protection. This is also a good place to access additional safety 
resources if you are in need of help or advocacy. 

SAFETY ROVERS: DE-ESCALATION AND CRISIS HELP
 The ambassadors of our Safety Team are the Rovers. They 
can be found throughout the hotel with black badges that say 
“Safety” and radios on their person. Rovers are specially trained 
in de-escalation of conflict, providing immediate help, handling 
intoxicated people, and managing crises. They are also a quick-
dial way to access additional safety resources. Rovers are on-the-
spot help with any safety, health, or conflict needs that come up- 
so don’t hesitate to ask them for it. 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION & VIOLATION OF COMMUNITY 
AGREEMENTS - RIGHT RELATIONS 
 If A conflict is arising or you feel that someone has violated 
the Between the Veils Community Agreements listed previously 
in this Guidebook, our Right Relations system steps in. We take 

concerns in this area very seriously and counselors, members of 
our Board of Directors, and other leaders in the organization will 
work directly with you to reach as fair and equitable a resolution 
as possible. 
 Between the Veils has a core value of Restorative Justice, so 
our approach to conflict is not one-size-fits-all. We pledge to do 
our best to listen, respect the autonomy and boundaries of each 
person involved, and work toward a solution that is considerate of 
the context and individuals involved. 

COVID-19 SAFETY 
 Each person who enters the Gathering Paths is required to 
submit proof of a full round of vaccines & booster shots, and/or 
proof of a negative PCR test within the past 72 hours. We also 
provide rapid tests at the entrance to the event. 
 In spite of this, we know that COVID-19 spreads dangerously 
fast even among vaccinated individuals, and tests are not 100% 
accurate. For this reason, masks are required in all Conference 
spaces (presentation rooms, the vendor hall, and other Con-
use spaces.) The exception to this is that presenters may choose 
to take off their mask when giving a presentation. 
 We cannot control what happens inside privately rented 
rooms (i.e. Community Suites, personal hotel rooms, etc.) nor what 
happens in public hallways and lobbies within the hotel. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
 On Substance Use
 We do not aim to control or police anyone’s body, and if 
people want to ingest alcohol or other substances, that is their 
choice. However, if someone enters a state which is disruptive or 
problematic for a ritual or event, they may be asked to leave that 
space. Please be careful not to become overly intoxicated - 
especially in sacred, ritual, or spiritual spaces.
 Use of illegal drugs is prohibited, and no smoking is allowed 
anywhere inside or within 30 feet of hotel exits.
In the event that someone is overdosing or losing consciousness 
due to substance use, call a Safety Team member IMMEDIATELY 
- we have Narcan and other life-saving tools on hand. 
 On Weapons
 No weapons- decorative, ceremonial, or otherwise- are 
permitted to be worn or brandished within the Conference spaces. 
The only time weapons are permitted is if they are being shown 
by a presenter as part of a presentation. 
 On Law Enforcement 
 Essentially, we don’t call the cops. If an individual chooses 
to do so, that is their right- but Between the Veils operates with 
a culture of community care, restorative justice, and a contextual 
understanding of the danger and harm that police presence can 
bring to members of our community. If a legal issue is arising (i.e. 
theft, etc.) we utilize the Hotel Security Team and our other Safety 
Team resources. 
 We espouse calling 911 only in cases of clear emergency that 
cannot be handled by the Safety resources available to us. This 
includes fire, flood, vehicle accidents, life-threatening violence, 
and other large-scale disasters, attacks, and accidents.
 Between the Veils is an organization built on the collective 
input, ideas, and decision-making of our community. Your 
thoughts and feedback are endlessly valuable to us- even if what 
you have to say is critical. If you have feedback, please write it 
down and give it to someone at the Info Booth or email it to info@
betweentheveils.org. If you would prefer to discuss your thoughts 
with our board or staff leadership in person, ask a staff member 
at Info Booth for help locating the appropriate person. 

 Thank you, and enjoy the conference! 
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COMMUNITY SUITES & HOSPITALITY SPACES
Bay Area Fire & Ice.........................................................................................................................10th Floor Presidential Suite 1054 

BIPOC Community Suite ....................................................................................................................................................................... Room 1066 

Pandemos ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................Room 1057 

The Oasis ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................Room 241 

Family of Druids ................................................................................................................................................................................................Room 966 

Babalon Salon ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... Room 957

Parties, Spaces, and events on floors 2, 9, and 10  are open to all 
with a Conference badge. Most groups will post open hours and 
updates at their doors; some rooms will have “private” or “invita-
tion only” hours as well. 

Bay Area Fire & Ice ........................ 10th Floor Presidential Suite 1054
 Bay Area Fire & Ice is the local chapter of the Fire & Ice 
tradition of Heathenry.  We are an inclusive, radical organiza-
tion dedicated to building a radically sustainable, welcoming, 
and hospitable Heathenry. Our hospitality suite will be a space 
for people who are interested in Fire & Ice practice to socialize, 
hang out, host workshops, and engage in discussions related to 
modern Heathen practice.
Facebook:bayareafireandice

Friday:
9:00AM - 12:00PM .........................................................................................................Closed
1:00PM - 3:00PM ..............................................................................................Open House
3:00PM - 6:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 8:00PM ..........................................................Meet Bay Area Fire & Ice
8:00PM - 10:00PM .................................Pre-game Pagan Speed Friending
10:00PM - 2:00AM .............................................................................................................Party 
Saturday:
9:00AM - 1:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
1:00PM - 5:00PM ..............................................................................................Open House
5:00PM - 6:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 8:00PM ..................................Oracular Seidr- Morwenna, Sophia
8:00PM - 10:00PM ...................................................................Pre-game social hour
10:00PM - 2:00AM .............................................................................................................Party
Sunday:
9:00AM - 1:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
1:00PM - 3:00PM ..............................................................................................Open House
3:00PM - 5:00PM ................................................................................Antifascism 2022
5:00PM ......................................................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 8:00PM ..................Sigr Blot- Victory for Inclusivity & Justice
8:00PM - 10:00PM ..................Marvel Thor- Ragnarok Drinking Game
10:00PM - 12:00AM ...........................................................................................................Party
12:00AM ...........................................................................................After Hours till  2 AM

BIPOC Community Suite .........................................................................Room 1066 
 This is a community suite and safe place for BIPOC that will 
be offering space to honor our ancestors, our traditions, and our-
selves. We will have scheduled programming and casual hours, 
as well as some fun evening events. This will also be a container 
for casual, lighthearted discussion and deep, heartfelt lived 
experiences. We encourage everyone who is BIPOC, and mixed 
BIPOC to drop in and stay a while. Covid friendly, prepackaged 
snacks will be available if you need a munchy while you’re on the 
go. 

 We are dedicating this space for magic, discussion, progres-
sive support, and fun. We want to make sure that you are taken 
care of and have the best time with us at the Gathering of Path. 
Donations of any amount are appreciated.

Friday:
1:00PM - 4:00PM ..............................................................................................Open House
4:00PM - 6:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 8:00PM .......................................................Medicinal plants w/kanyon
8:00PM - 10:00PM ......................................Drag & Makeup Pregame Party
Saturday:
10:00AM - 12:00PM ....................................................Cartoons, BYOB, mimosas
12:30PM - 3:30PM ...........................................................................................................Closed
3:30PM - 6:00PM .............Encanto movie post caucus decompression
6:00PM - 8:00PM ...........................................................................Ohlone Community  

Overview with Gregg Castro
8:00PM - 10:00PM ................................Green & Gold Party for Prosperity
10:00PM ...................................................................................................................................Closed
Sunday:
12:00PM - 2:00PM ............................................................................Shared Divination
2:00PM - 4:00PM .............................................................................................Open House
4:00PM - 6:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 8:00PM ...............................................................................Greet & Goodbye
10:00PM ...................................................................................................................................Closed

Pandemos ...................................................................................................................Room 1057
 Pandemos is a San Francisco Bay area collective of practi-
tioners from diverse backgrounds, approaches and communities, 
united for the purpose of honoring the Hellenic Gods and cele-
brating Hellenic culture.

Friday:
9:00AM - 5:00PM ...........................................................................................................Closed
5:00PM - 5:15PM .................Opening libation to Hestia, Hermes, Ares.
6:00PM - 6:15PM ............................Devotional to Hera, Demeter, Athena.
7:00PM - 7:15PM ...........................................Devotional to the brothers Zeus,  

Poseidon, & Hades
8:00PM -  9:00PM ..........................................................................................................Closed
10:00PM - 12:00AM .................................................................Closed for BTV ritual
Saturday:
9:00AM - 1:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
1:00PM - 2:00PM ..........................................................................Open For divination
2:00PM - 3:30PM ............................................................................................................Closed
3:30PM - 4:30PM ................All about Pan (Jason Mankey Presenting) 
4:30PM - 8:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
8:00PM - 9:00PM ....Aphrodite Devotional, bring your sexy clothes.
9:00PM - 12:00AM ............................................................................................................Party!
Sunday:
9:00AM - 1:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
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1:00PM - 1:15PM ..Devotional to Apollon, Artemis, and Hephaestus.
2:00PM - 3:30PM ............................................................................................................Closed
3:30PM - 4:30PM ..........................................................................................Greek Magick
4:00PM - 5:30PM ............................................................................................................Closed
5:30PM - 6:30PM ......................................Discordion Piñata Bull Run Ritual
6:30PM - 8:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
8:00PM - 10:00PM .........................................................................Hekate Devotional
10:00PM - 10:15PM ......................Closing libations Hestia, Hermes, Ares
11:00PM - 12:00AM ........................................................................................................Closed

The Oasis ...................................................................................................................Room 247
 Stressed out? Overwhelmed? Needing a respite from the 
hustle and bustle of the convention? The Oasis is a quiet safer 
space where you can rest and recharge. You don’t have to talk 
to anyone if you don’t want to. Fan-friendly coloring pages, quiet 
activities, short reading, and physical self-care supplies are avail-
able. If you need something you can’t find, let us know, and we’ll 
see if we can help.

Friday:
9:00AM - 3:00PM ...........................................................................................................Closed
3:00PM - 4:00AM ..............................................................................................................Open
4:00AM .....................................................................................................................................Closed
Saturday:
9:00AM - 10:00AM ........................................................................................................Closed
10:00AM - 4:00AM ...........................................................................................................Open
4:00AM .....................................................................................................................................Closed
Sunday:
9:00AM - 10:00AM ........................................................................................................Closed
10:00AM - 4:00AM ...........................................................................................................Open
4:00AM .....................................................................................................................................Closed

Family of Druids.................................................................................................Room 966
 We are Druids, mostly of OBOD, but our shifting members, 
like the trees of the forest, are of many Orders, genders, and 
ancestries. You may remember us from the second floor at Pan-
theacon. Our suite will be an inclusive space for conversations, 
hospitality, music, and learning. We will have a dedicated altar 

room, where you can share in the daily rituals, or the sacred 
space that will be open for personal devotion in between. We are 
also open to hosting other Druid events, and will post additions 
on the daily board at the door. Please come and share our 
Grove!

Friday:
9:00AM - 12:00PM .........................................................................................................Closed
12:00PM - 1:00PM ....................................................................................Opening Ritual
1:00PM - 5:00PM ..............................................................................................Open House
5:00PM - 6:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 9:00PM .............................................................................................Open House
9:00PM - 11:00PM ...........................................................................................Bardic Circle
11:00PM - 4:00AM ..........................................................................................................Closed
Saturday:
9:00AM - 10:00AM ........................................................................................................Closed
11:00AM - 5:00PM............................................................................................Open House
5:00PM - 6:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 7:00PM ..............................................................................................Druid Ritual
7:00PM - 11:00PM ............................................................................................Open House
11:00PM - 4:00AM ..........................................................................................................Closed
Sunday:
9:00AM - 11:00AM ..........................................................................................................Closed
11:00AM - 4:00PM ...........................................................................................Open House
4:00PM - 5:00PM ..............................................................................................Druid Ritual
5:00PM - 6:00PM ............................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 10:00PM ..........................................................................................Open House
10:00PM - 11:00PM ......................................................................................Closing Ritual
11:00PM - 4:00AM ..........................................................................................................Closed

Babalon Salon & Temple of Thelema...........................................Room 957
 Babalon Salon is a Thelemic woman’s group that hosts 
events for all who are interested in learning about the Western 
Hermetic Tradition. Our studies include Thelema, Golden Dawn, 
Qabalah, Tarot (primarily the Thoth deck), Ritual Magick, and 
other Occult topics.
Babalon Salon: babalonsalon.org
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Temple of Thelema is a true Outer Order of the Greater Mys-
teries, providing ceremonial initiation; structured training; and 
regular group work, all in conformity with the principles of The 
Book of the Law.
Temple of Thelema: thelema.org

Friday:
9:00 AM - 5:00PM .........................................................................................................Closed
5:00 PM - 9:00PM ..........................................Meet & Greet Thelemites Wine  

& Cheese Mixer
9:00PM - 4:00AM ...........................................................................................................Closed
Saturday:
9:00AM - 11:00AM .......................................................Coffee and Astrology Talk
11:00AM - 6:00PM ..........................................................................................................Closed
6:00PM - 8:00PM .....................................................Tarot Readings and Tequila
8:00PM - 10:00PM .........................................................................Open House Mixer
10:00PM - 4:00AM .........................................................................................................Closed

Sunday:
9:00AM - 11:00AM ..........................................................................................................Closed
11:00AM - 12:30PM ...............Elements Roots: Exploring Our Ancestral
 Mind Hannah Bender
1:30PM - 3:00PM ......Babalon Salon Presents: Meditate and Create 

A Woman Satisfied
4:00PM - 5:30PM .....................Healing Rite of Light and Sound Ritual 

Andrew Ferren
6:00PM - 8:00PM ............................................................................Open House Mixer
8:00PM - 4:00AM ...........................................................................................................Closed 
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FRIDAY AT-A-GLANCE
IMPORTANT NOTE: Ø indicates that entry is not allowed after event starts. There may be additional restrictions. Δ indicates there 
are restrictions regarding admission. Check the progam description for details.
4:00PM: — Opening Ceremony .....................................................................................Tanuki Wise & Jonathan Quant ..................................Cedar-Pine
4:00PM: — Land Acknowledgements ......................................................................Kanyon CoyoteWoman & Gregg Castro .............Cedar-Pine
5:00PM: — A Rite of Reckoning ....................................................................................The Fellowship of the Phoenix .......................................Cedar-Pine
5:00PM: — Sleep Per Chance to Dream...............................................................Patricia Pollinator ...................................................................... Oak
5:00PM: — How to Wear a Spell .................................................................................Morgana RavenTree ............................................................... Fir
5:00PM: — Magic with Found Objects ...................................................................Wintersong Tashlin ...................................................................San Jose/Santa Clara
7:00PM: — Dinner with the Gods ................................................................................Gwion Raven ...................................................................................Cedar-Pine
7:00PM: Δ Hekate: Witness and Ally ......................................................................Timotha Doane ............................................................................ Oak
7:00PM: — Animistic Perspectives ..............................................................................Sidney Eileen .................................................................................. Fir
7:00PM: — Introcution to Playing Card Divination ...................................Rose Shannon ................................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
9:00PM: — Queer Magicks - A Rite of Invocation .....................................Lasara Firefox Allen ................................................................Cedar-Pine
9:00PM: — Fundementals of Uti Seta ....................................................................Ryan Smith ....................................................................................... Oak
9:00PM: Δ Drum Making Playshop ..........................................................................Don Schulz ........................................................................................San Jose/Santa Clara
9:00PM: — Anonymous Spirits: On Approaching the Divine ...........L. Phaedrus Hreóchor ............................................................San Juan/San Carlos
11:00PM: — Olympian and Chthoinic Ritual ......................................................Pandemos ..........................................................................................Cedar-Pine 
11:00PM: — Monsters are Metaphors .......................................................................S. A. Bradley ....................................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
11:00PM: — Considerations for Safe(r) Sex Magic .....................................Wintersong Tashlin ................................................................... Fir

4:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Opening Ceremony
Between The Veils Organization Co-Founder Tanuki Wise & 
Board President Jonathan Quant

4:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Land Acknowledgements
Kanyon CoyoteWoman & Gregg Castro 
 Land acknowledgement by local indigenous community 
voices, we recognize that we are in Tamien-Ohlone territory. Hon-
oring truth and history and land acknowledgement is one step 
towards realizing how impacted we all are by colonization. 
 Kanyon Sayers-Roods is Costanoan Ohlone-Mutsun and Chu-
mash; she also goes by her given Native name, “Coyote Woman”. She 
is proud of her heritage and her native name (though it comes with 
its own back story), and is very active in the Native Community. She 
is an Artist, Poet, Published Author, Activist, Student and Teacher. 
The daughter of Ann-Marie Sayers, she was raised in Indian Canyon, 
trust land of her family, which currently is one of the few spaces in 
Central California available for the Indigenous community for cere-
mony. Kanyon’s art has been featured at the De Young Museum, The 
Somarts Gallery, Gathering Tribes, Snag Magazine, and numerous 
Powwows and Indigenous Gatherings. She is a recent graduate of the 
Art Institute of California, Sunnyvale, obtaining her Associate and 
Bachelor of Science degrees in Web Design and Interactive Media. 
She is motivated to learn, teach, start conversations around decolo-
nization and reinidgenization, permaculture and to continue doing 
what she loves, Art.
 Gregg Castro [t’rowt’raahl Salinan/rumsien-ramaytush Ohlone], 
has been involved in preservation of his cultural heritage for over three 
decades, for both his late Mother’s rumsien Ohlone heritage, and on 
his late Father’s side, the since ended ‘Salinan Nation Tribal Council’ 
(serving two terms as Tribal Chair) and currently the non-profit orga-
nization, Salinan T’rowt’raahl. Gregg is a member of the Society for 
California Archaeology (SCA). He serves on SCA’s Native American 
Programs Committee (NAPC) as Chairperson. Gregg is a Co- Facilita-
tor for the annual California Indian Conference. He is now the Culture 
Director of the Association of Ramaytush Ohlone; within that role he is 
on the Advisory Board of the San Francisco American Indian Cultural 
District. Gregg is a writer and activist within the California indigenous 

community, on issues regarding cultural preservation, protection, edu-
cation and traditional practices.

5:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
A Rite of Reckoning
The Fellowship of the Phoenix
 The sun begins its descent and witches prepare to rise. Witches 
and queers, profaned and ostracized, gather! The nights length-
en again, our power swells, and our hearts revel. Radicals and 
dreamers, oppressed and rejected, come forth! The world right 
now is feeling harder than it has in decades for those of us who 
are different, who seek a peaceable world. Join us for a banishing 
of those things that would deny us that world. Let out your frus-
trations and fears within the container of community so that we 
move through the weekend with lighter, open hearts. Together we 
will fete our own divinity and reclaim our own sacred power in this 
world. This ritual is open to all conference attendees.
 The Fellowship of the Phoenix is a Queer neopagan tradition and 
non-profit organization serving the unique needs of the LGBTQ+ com-
munity. We seek to encourage and reclaim Queer power, healing, and 
spirit for the individual and the community at large. We offer oppor-
tunities for relevant spiritual work in group formats and are working 
towards offering more guidance to the solitary practitioner. We have 
temples (local groups) in Chicago and Seattle, which host in-person 
rituals open to all LGBTQ+ adults throughout the year. We are also 
increasing our online activities to make the Fellowship available to 
people who aren’t able to attend in-person events with either temple.  
 
Find us at www.fellowshipofthephoenix.org

5:00 PM - Oak
Sleep Per Chance to Dream
Patricia Pollinator, She/They
 From Pagan nappers to Witchy insomniacs, reconnect with 
restorative, transformational sleep! Bring a cozy or a friend for a 
journey through Reclaiming-style ritual & trance to rebuild your 
elemental connection with rest. This ritual helps provide you with 
tools for tackling insomnia whether you are facing challenges 
sleeping or just want to curl up with a cat.
 Patricia Miller is a theatre professional and professor, ritualist 
and Priestess in the Reclaiming tradition. She is interested in building 
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bridges and acts of transformation, whether in performance space or 
in ritual spaces including Spiral Dance, Pantheacon, Witchcamps, Free 
camp, Many Gods West. In her professional life, she works in many 
genres as a producer and theatre director with professional credits 
across UK and Northern California.

5:00 PM - Fir
How to Wear a Spell
Morgana RavenTree, She/Her
 Learn how to use charms and talismans to create wearable 
spells, including charm bracelets and necklaces from a cross-cul-
tural and multi-traditional perspective.  Additional information 
about using symbols for various types of “fortune-telling” will also 
be presented.  
 Morgana RavenTree has been a practicing witch since 1978 and 
an Egyptian Priestess since 1993.  A former anthropologist, she has 
always had a strong interest in studying non-North American cultures.  
As a member of Avaz International Dance Theatre since 1987, she has 
had the opportunity to study the cultures of the Balkans, Central Asia, 
the Middle East and Persia.  A serious student of Silk Road cultures 
since 1991, she has studied with Honored Artists of Uzbekistan Vikto-
ria Akilova and Qizlarkhon Dustmukhemedova, as well as Carolyn 
Krueger of Gulistan Dance Company and Dr. Robyn Friend.  She is 
also the current President of Pagan Pride Los Angeles, Inc. and First 
Officer of the Orange County Local Council of Covenant of the God-
dess, and teaches traditional Wicca in Southern California.  

Instagram: @ghostwheel13
paganpridela.org
morgana@paganpridela.org

5:00 PM - San Jose/Santa Clara
Magic with Found Objects
Wintersong Tashlin, He/Him/His
 We can’t all carry a suitcase of magical working tools every 
moment of the day, yet there are times when, without warning, we 
find ourselves in just that need. This class will teach techniques for 
turning out a purse or backpack and with a few quick decisions, 
consecration, and charging spells, turn the contents into an on-
the-go supply closet. And then, when possible, change them back 
again. Participants should each bring three random objects for 
practice.
 Wintersong Tashlin (http://WinterTashlin.com) is a spirit worker, 
magician, educator, and activist who runs rituals and teaches classes 
on topics such as magic, spirituality, alternative sexuality, and rela-
tionships. His ritual work largely focuses on rites of personal transfor-
mation and ordeal; while his magical work is focused on a systematic 
approach to the interactions between people and the energies around 
us. As a spirit worker, Winter works with the wandering Dead, along 
with a diverse range of gods and spirits; offers divination service; and 
facilitates rituals for both individuals and communities on his own and 
with Clan Tashlin/Tashrisketlin, of which he is one of the founders. Win-
tersong has presented workshops and/or run rituals at events through-
out the northeast and across the USA. His writing and photography 
has been featured in NewWitch Magazine, HUGGIN, and books by 
leading pagan authors.  

7:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Dinner with the Gods
Gwion Raven, He/Him 
 Imagine if you received a phone call from your favourite 
deity. It just so happens they’ll be in town this weekend and 
they want to come to your house for dinner. How would you go 
about welcoming them into your home, providing them food, and 

entertaining them? Many Pagan and Witchcraft practices center 
around invoking, evoking, and inviting the gods to magickal rites. 
Occasionally they show up. Many times they don’t. How can you 
increase the likelihood the gods will make it to your ritual? Well, 
you can start creating a meal they can’t resist. Yep! We’re gonna 
talk through setting up a dinner with the gods - The who, what, 
where, when, and how of it all.
 Gwion Raven is a tattooed Pagan, writer, traveler, musician, 
cook, kitchen witch, occult shop owner, and teacher. Although initi-
ated in three magickal traditions, Gwion describes his practice as 
virtually anything that celebrates the wild, sensuous, living, breathing, 
dancing, ecstatic, divine experiences of this lifetime. Born and raised 
in London, England, he now resides in Northern California and 
shares space with redwood trees, the Pacific Ocean, and his beloved 
partner.

www.gwionraven.com

7:00 PM - Oak Δ
Hekate: Witness and Ally
Timotha Doane, 18+ only (ID required)
 Hekate: Dark Moon Ritual and Shadow work. We will invoke 
Hekate and work with her as witness and ally. We will acknowl-
edge our shadows, what we fear and reject. We will move out of 
the bonds of silence, fear and anger into that courageous place 
of fierce compassion.
 Timotha is a lifelong torch bearer on Hekate’s path. She is also 
a Vajrayana practitioner and Chodpa. In the 60’s she began to work 
with Kenneth Anger. She has a background in Thelema. She has 
worked with the prison and death penalty abolition movement. She is 
a poet, and she is queer.  

7:00 PM - Fir
Animistic Perspectives
Sidney Eileen
 Animism is a natural human impulse, as odd as that might 
seem in the context of greater Western culture. If you have ever 
cussed out an electronic device or a curb you tripped over, or 
thanked your car for making it there in time, you engaged with 
those things in an animistic way. Animism means understanding 
that everything has a soul, from you and me to every animal, 
plant, object, and place. It is a cosmological perspective on the 
nature of reality that is compatible with most cultures, traditions, 
and paths, and an important feature of the philosophies and cos-
mologies of a great many religions, both historic and modern. Join 
me as we explore what animism is, what I mean by “souls”, how to 
explore animism energetically, and how to apply animistic princi-
ples in your personal practice and everyday life. Fully embracing 
animism is a path to greater understanding of the spirits that ex-
ist around us, finding magic and wonder in urban zones, engaging 
compassionately with the world, and appreciating ourselves as 
one component of a much larger interconnected web of reality.
 Sidney Eileen is a nonbinary, transgender, asexual, animistic, 
polytheist witch, and an artist, blogger, writer, and teacher. They ac-
knowledge divinity and unique natures in not just deities, but in all 
manner of ephemeral and supernatural beings, spirits, living beings, 
and the souls that embody the physical objects and spaces around us. 
Their practice is lifelong and of an intuitive nature, seeking fulfillment 
through mutable asymmetrical balance. Their perspective as a witch 
and an artist influences everything they do.

Instagram: @sidney_eileen
Facebook: bySidneyEileen
Twitter: @sidney_eileen
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sidneyeileen.com

7:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Introcution to Playing Card Divination
Rose Shannon
 An overview of how to use playing cards for divination. You 
will learn the basic meanings of the colors, numerology, and 
suits, as well as how to read a simple three card spread. There 
will be time at the end of the presentation for practice. Bring a 
deck of cards, if you’d like to try doing readings.
 Rose is a diviner, teacher, tantrika and witch, initiated in the Sha-
ranya traditions. She has particular divination experience with tarot, 
playing card cartomancy and I Ching. She lives in San Francisco, 
California.

9:00 PM - Cedar-Pine Δ
Queer Magicks - A Rite of Invocation
Lasara Firefox Allen, They/Them
 We come together to celebrate Queer Magicks. This is a Rite 
of Invocation. Together we will banish that which does not serve, 
and celebrate our godds, our ancestors, our paths, and our Be-
ingness—here and now. Our survival is magick, and magick is our 
survival. Let us invoke. Let us recognize. Let us acknowledge. Let 
us dance!
 Please bring water in your own vessel and your preference of 
snack for the grounding section, so as to minimize the passing of 
germs. This is an alcohol-free ritual—please do not bring alcohol 
into the space.
 Lasara Firefox Allen (they/them/theirs) Lasara Firefox Allen (they/
them/theirs) is a writer, Witch, and gritty academic. Having grown up 
in the wilds of Mendocino County, Lasara currently resides in Oakland, 
with/in the ancestral and contemporary lands of the Ohlone people. 
Lasara is a peer and a social work practitioner who practices from an 
intersectional and anti-oppression-focused feminist framework. They 
are a co-conspirator for our collective liberation.

linktr.ee/lasarafirefoxallen

9:00 PM - Oak
Fundementals of Uti Seta 
Ryan Smith, He/Him/They/Them
 Modern Norse practice has many different forms of mysticism 
which can offer practitioners new ways of gaining insights into 
themselves and the world around them. One of these forms of 
practice, Uti Seta, is both safe for many practitioners and easy to 
learn. Join the author of “The Way of Fire & Ice” for a hands-on 
workshop on Uti Seta, the Norse form of deep, trance meditation, 
and the wisdom it brings.
 Ryan Smith has over a decade of experience organizing Pagan 
and Norse Pagan groups. Ryan has facilitated workshops, talks, and 
rituals at PantheaCon and Many Gods West along with group and 
solitary ritual work in local communities. He is one of the founders of 
Heathens United Against Racism (HUAR). His other works can be 
found online at onblackwings.com and at the Wayward Wanderer on 
Soundcloud.

9:00 PM - San Jose/Santa Clara Δ
Drum Making Playshop
Don Schulz, He/Him/His
 Come make your own Magickal Tool! The drum is considered 
by many to be the oldest of the magickal tools and, as such, has a 
hallowed place in every practitioner’s tool bag. Here’s your chance 
to imbue this most venerable of tools with your own energy and 

spirit with this rare “pay to play” Playshop. There will be 20 spaces 
available, 15 advance registration with a large menu and 5 on-site 
with more limited offerings. For prices and more information go to 
facebook.com/events/194135092922075 or email me at drummak-
er@thedifferentdrum.net
 Advance registration closes 2 weeks prior to the conference or 
when sold out. 12 and older only, please.
 Note: The fees for this playshop are independent of the Gath-
ering Paths registration fees.
 Those first drums were crude, lopsided, a bit askew, but… That 
sound. No, I stand corrected. Not sound. Feeling. It went clear to my 
bones, unlocking memories of past lives, visions of unknown places 
and peoples, connecting me with Spirit in a way I’d never experienced 
before. The simplicity of nothing more than wood and hide, intertwined 
in such a way that it transcended itself was actually, well, spiritual. So 
I listened to the drums. I communed with them. I asked them what they 
wanted. Oh, the visions they gave me! I spoke with drum makers in 
my dreams and in the ethereal and a single, simple command came 
back. Let the drums be what they want to be. Don’t force them. Let 
each have it’s own voice, it’s own personality. I’m no longer a maker of 
drums. I’m a guide. Join me on my journey. 

9:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Anonymous Spirits: On Approaching the Divine 
L. Phaedrus Hreóchor, They/Them/He/Him/His
 What do you do when you don’t know Who is knocking on your 
door? Sometimes we can’t discern Who it is, and sometimes They 
intentionally stay anonymous. Maybe you don’t have a good con-
nection, maybe you don’t have access to a good diviner, maybe 
you aren’t asking the right questions, and maybe They just aren’t 
telling. This workshop will examine first whether one should build a 
relationship with unknown Gods and Spirits, and secondly how to 
go about it without offending Them or furthering cultural appro-
priation. There are advantages to not knowing, but compensating 
for the disadvantages takes a lot of work. First, we will look at 
how much knowing matters. Then, we will discuss tools for building 
trust without background, and a practice without any lore.
 L. Phaedrus Hreóchor is a trans, genderfluid, queer magician, 
polytheist, diviner, and spirit worker currently living in New England. 
They work with a range of Gods and Spirits, though much of their 
practice is focused on anonymous Beings, local city spirits, and their 
dead. Hreóchor is a journeyman mage in clan Tashrisketlin/Tashlin. 
You can find Hreóchor on their blog: seekerphaedrus.wordpress.com.  

11:00 PM - Cedar-Pine Δ
Olympian and Chthoinic Ritual 
Pandemos, 18+ only (ID required)
 No deity is an island. If you work with an Olympian or an 
Underworld deity from this vast pantheon, we invite you to come 
and meet their deific family and friends. This ritual will include a 
fusion of traditional Hellenic and neo-pagan ritual styles, and will 
be fully interactive.
 Pandemos is a San Francisco Bay area collective of practitioners 
from diverse backgrounds, approaches and communities, united for 
the purpose of honoring the Hellenic gods and celebrating Hellenic 
culture.  

11:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Monsters are Metaphors: How Horror Can Make you Happy 
and Healthy 
S. A. Bradley, He/Him/His
 Horror is one of the oldest story-telling styles that we have. 
It is also one of the most diverse because it is tailor-made for 
allegory and metaphor. It allows us to talk about uncomfortable 
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subjects that we may not wish to explore directly and it has used 
that power to perform “cultural shadow work” for every genera-
tion. Horror allows for a visceral exploration of what makes us 
human. It gives us a safe place to confront our own monsters...the 
ones that can’t be ignored. Join author/podcaster S.A. Bradley for 
a fun discussion about how the horror story can be a happy and, 
dare I say it, healthy experience!
 S.A. Bradley is the host of the 4-time Rondo Award-nominated 
podcast, “Hellbent for Horror”, which explores all things horror across 
books, film, comics, and music and how the genre not only reinvents 
itself to reflect each generation’s anxieties but can also be healing as 
well as thrilling. The podcast was described by director Guillermo Del 
Toro as “well researched, articulate and entirely absorbing.” Bradley 
is the author of the Rondo-nominated book, “Screaming for Pleasure: 
How Horror Makes You Happy and Healthy”. He has lectured at Web-
ster University and The College of Idaho and performed his live show, 
“My Horror Manifesto” in NYC and various horror conventions across 
the USA. Bradley is a Druid who can be found in the Oakland Hills.

11:00 PM - Fir Δ
Considerations for Safe(r) Sex Magic (after hours)
Wintersong Tashlin, He/Him/His, 18+ only (ID required)
 Utilizing precautions like testing, condoms, dental dams, 
gloves, PrEP, negotiation, and communication are all key to prac-
ticing safe sex. But what else do we need to think about when we’re 
talking about sex magic/ritual or incorporating energy work/play 
in our bedroom activities? This workshop looks at a variety of 

spiritual precautions, protective magics, cleansing techniques, and 
ways to make those mundane precautions sacred and magically 
charged, so safety doesn’t go out the window when the sex gets 
magical or devotional.
 Wintersong Tashlin (WinterTashlin.com) is a spirit worker, magi-
cian, educator, and activist who runs rituals and teaches classes on 
topics such as magic, spirituality, alternative sexuality, and relation-
ships. His ritual work largely focuses on rites of personal transforma-
tion and ordeal; while his magical work is focused on a systematic 
approach to the interactions between people and the energies around 
us. As a spirit worker, Winter works with the wandering Dead, along 
with a diverse range of gods and spirits; offers divination service; and 
facilitates rituals for both individuals and communities on his own and 
with Clan Tashlin/Tashrisketlin, of which he is one of the founders. Win-
tersong has presented workshops and/or run rituals at events through-
out the northeast and across the USA. His writing and photography 
has been featured in NewWitch Magazine, HUGGIN, and books by 
leading pagan authors.

Facebook: wintersong.tashlin
Twitter: @wintersong
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Looking for a Coven  
to Call Your Home? 

 

The Order of the Sacred Grove is a 
modern American witchcraft 
tradition in the East Bay. 

We celebrate the seasons and 
moons with mirth and reverance, 
making magick with the goddess in 
a safe, loving circle. 

We are accepting apprentices for 
our year-and-a-day training 
program that will culminate in 
initiation into a coven.  Visit our 
site and see if you are called to step 
into our circle.

www.orderofthesacredgrove.org
Email: osgmentors@gmail.com
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SATURDAY AT-A-GLANCE

9:00 AM - Oak Δ
Children’s Ritual of the Elements
Helena Handbasket, She/Her/Hers 
 Intended for children under 12 and their accompanying 
adults.
 We will explore the 4 elements through visuals, song, 
physical movement, and discussion, and then perform a ritual 
to welcome the elements. Each participant will get a token to 
represent each element that they can keep.
 Helena Handbasket has raised two children in the pagan 
community & led community rituals in a variety of settings and is an 
elder in multiple lines of British Traditional Wicca.

9:00 AM - San Juan/San Carlos
Digital Privacy Witchcraft
MistressPrime, She/Her/They/Them 
 We’ve all seen it happen, someone, you know sends you a 
“friend” request. But aren’t you already friends with them? The 
name and profile photo are correct so you assume something 
happened and they’re re-adding you. And just like that, you 
receive a vague message containing dubious links… all is not as it 
seems.

 Learn ways to help secure your social media accounts from 
scam artists and help prevent spoofing. We’ll also touch on how 
to deal with social media accounts after the owner has died. In 
this workshop, you will learn the ins and outs of your security and 
privacy settings on various social media platforms such as Face-
book, Instagram, Twitter, etc., and methods to help keep yourself 
safe online. There will be an opportunity to ask questions and 
discuss situations. This workshop is great for beginners and those 
who are not necessarily web or tech-savvy, but open to all who 
may wish to learn more. 
 MistressPrime is an Elder HPs trained in three different Wiccan 
traditions, a Faery Seer Apprentice with Orion Foxwood, and a few 
other magical traditions.
 Over the last 20 years, they’ve been the Organizer for the 
Orange County Pagans, Witches, & Heathens Meetup group.
 For more than a decade they also served as entertainment 
coordina tor and stage manager for Pagan Pride LA/OC. They were 
also the first POC elected as National First Officer in the 40+ year 
history of Covenant of the Goddess and held many other board 
positions for CoG at both national and local council levels. 
 As a public figure they have spent many years working with the 
media, with appearances on WE TV’s “The Secret Lives of Women 
-Occult”, on the cover of the O.C. Register newspaper, featured on 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Ø indicates that entry is not allowed after event starts. There may be additional restrictions. Δ indicates there are 
restrictions regarding admission. Check the progam description for details.
9:00AM: Δ Children’s Ritual of the Elements .............................................................Helena Handbasket ..................................................... Oak
9:00AM: — Digital Privacy Witchcraft ...............................................................................MistressPrime ......................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
11:00AM: — Alchemical Sound Bath .......................................................................................Carmela Obscura ...........................................................Cedar-Pine
11:00AM: Δ Axxcom - Caucus of Pagans With Access Needs ......................Phoenix Starr ......................................................................Carmel/Monterey
11:00AM: — Success Is Your Proof; Courage Is Your Armor ............................Lasara Firefox Allen .................................................... Oak
11:00AM: — The Evil Eye and Folk Magic of the Silk Road ...........................Morgana RavenTree, She/Her ...........................San Juan/San Carlos
11:00AM: — Initiation In Thelema & The Western Mystery Tradition ...Zeph Bender ........................................................................San Simeon/San Martin
11:00AM: — Ask a Native ..................................................................................................................Kanyon CoyoteWoman & Gregg Castro .. Fir
12:30PM: — Lunch Break (12:30-2:00PM)
2:00PM: Δ The Magick of the Heart ..................................................................................Irisanya Moon ....................................................................Cedar-Pine
2:00PM: — Reclaiming the Fire - Fellowship of the Phoenix ........................TBA ............................................................................................... Oak
2:00PM: — Ethically Approaching Baneful Magic .................................................Sidney Eileen....................................................................... Fir
2:00PM: Δ BIPOC Caucus..............................................................................................................Jonathan Quant ...............................................................Carmel/Monterey
2:00PM: — Intro to Radical Heathenry .............................................................................Ryan Smith ............................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
2:00PM: — Targeting Steps for Effective Magick An Interactive  
  Ritual Construction Workshop: ....................................................................Temple of Thelema ........................................................San Simeon/San Martin
4:00PM: — Ritual for the Breaking of Energetic Ties .........................................Wintersong Tashlin ........................................................Cedar-Pine
4:00PM: — My Story So Far... ......................................................................................................Unkle Blacktalon.............................................................. Oak
4:00PM: — Envisioning Decolonizing Anti-Racist Cultures 
  of the European Diaspora Workshop for Pagans ....................Liam Harwyn & Kanyon CoyoteWoman .. Fir 
4:00PM: — Hermeticism, Mysticism & Magic in Renaissance Art...........Daniel Gautier ...................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
4:00PM: Δ Transgender/Non-Binary/Gender- 
  Nonconforming/Agender Caucus .............................................................Phoenix Starr ......................................................................Carmel/Monterey
4:00PM — Rite of the Child .........................................................................................................Temple of Thelema ........................................................San Simeon/San Martin
5:30PM: — Dinner Break (5:30-7:00)
7:00PM: — Being a Spiritual Rebel .......................................................................................Phoenix LeFae ...................................................................Cedar-Pine
7:00PM: — Ordeal Facilitation - Crafting Sacred Trauma ............................Winterson Tashlin ........................................................... Oak
7:00PM: — Considering Wicca for African Americans.......................................Jeanine DeOya .................................................................. Fir
7:00PM: Δ Dark Arts and Crafts ............................................................................................Marcus Keys .........................................................................San Jose/Santa Clara
7:00PM: — Kosmik Kirtan ...............................................................................................................Evelie Delfino Såles Posch .....................................Carmel/Monterey
7:00PM — Trance & Fae; Here We Go Again............................................................Morwenna...............................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
9:00PM: — Rite of Medusa ............................................................................................................Solar Tribe .............................................................................Cedar-Pine
9:00PM: — Nonbinary Connection and Celebration Ritual ..........................Sidney Eileen....................................................................... Oak
9:00PM: — Swords in Rituals .......................................................................................................Katt ...............................................................................................Carmel/Monterey
9:00PM: — Self-Discovery: Wellness Upkeep w/ Reiki & Breathwork ..Carmela Obscura ........................................................... Fir
9:00PM: — Sacred Places and Spaces ...............................................................................Gregg Castro ......................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
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CBS News and KCAL news, Buzzfeed’s “We Practiced Magic with a 
Real Witch” and many more radio, TV, online articles and podcast 
interviews.
 With credentials from Harvard University, MistressPrime spends 
weekdays consulting with clients about cybersecurity risk manage-
ment and privacy.
 However, when not cleansing a ritual space or sanitizing a 
client’s online presence, they can be heard interviewing fascinating 
magical people alongside their co-host Tyler Matthews on their pod-
cast, Ravens at the Crossroads.

OC Pagans, Witches, & Heathens Meetup
meetup.com/OCPagan

Facebook: OfficialMistressPrime
Instagram: @officialmistressprime
Twitter: @MistressPrime
Ravens at the Crossroads podcast
www.ravensatthecrossroads.com

11:00 AM - Cedar-Pine
Alchemical Sound Bath
Carmela Obscura, She/Her 
This ritual is an alchemical sound immersion with chimes and 
crystal sound bowls, intended to create an ethereal escape.

This would be ideal for attendees looking to search within 
themselves, experience a sound bath or need to escape from the 
bustle of conventions and engage in stillness.”

11:00 AM - Carmel/Monterey Δ 
Axxcom Caucus of Pagans With Access Needs
Phoenix Starr 
 A gathering of pagans with all manner of access needs ~ 
physical, neurological, psychological, financial, linguistic, etc. ~ 
to discuss our experiences in the pagan/polytheist/occult/etc. 
community. A combination of support group and action com-
mittee deeply indebted to similar efforts at conventions past for 
pagans of color and gender-diverse pagans, this is a chance to 
talk amongst ourselves without abled pagans around.
 This caucus is closed to people without access needs. If you 
are wondering if you are Disabled, Autistic, mentally ill, etc., 
enough to attend, then that means this caucus is for you; be 
welcomed! If you are abled, allistic, sane, etc., please don’t come. 
There will be a reminder that the space is closed at the begin-
ning of the caucus and there might be reminders as appropriate, 
but we won’t police anyone or ask anyone to out themselves or 
describe their diagnoses.

11:00 AM - Oak
Success Is Your Proof; Courage Is Your Armor
Lasara Firefox Allen, They/Them 
 Hone your magickal manifestation skills! Making magick 
REAL is a cultivated talent. The reality is that manifestation 
comes down to grit and elbow grease, in addition to the more 
starry-eyed elements of living into the dreams you hold for 
yourself. If planning isn’t magick than what is it? Where does 
pragmatism leave off and magick begin? For some of us, the 
two are one and the same! Lasara, a lifelong Witch, successful 
teacher and author, and recent MSW grad who is smashing it 
professionally, will share their grounded and accessible magickal 
and pragmatic skill sets and technologies for manifesting life 
goals and aspirations. No matter where on your magickal path 
you currently stand, you are sure to gain something worth carry-

ing away with you.
 Lasara Firefox Allen (they/them/theirs) Lasara Firefox Allen 
(they/them/theirs) is a writer, Witch, and gritty academic. Having 
grown up in the wilds of Mendocino County, Lasara currently resides 
in Oakland, with/in the ancestral and contemporary lands of the 
Ohlone people. Lasara is a peer and a social work practitioner who 
practices from an intersectional and anti-oppression-focused feminist 
framework. They are a co-conspirator for our collective liberation.

linktr.ee/lasarafirefoxallen

11:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
The Evil Eye and Folk Magic of the Silk Road
Morgana RavenTree, She/Her 
The concept of the “Evil Eye” occurs in cultures around the world, 
but few people understand exactly what that means or how it 
works.  Focusing on the cultures of Central Asia (aka The Silk 
Road), Morgana will show slides of Central Asian talismanic 
jewelry and costume decoration, present a live performance 
of a shamanic healing dance, and “show & tell” items from her 
personal collection.  This is a unique opportunity to learn about 
how cultures of the Silk Road use magic to protect against the 
Evil Eye, to this day.
 Morgana RavenTree has been a practicing witch since 1978 
and an Egyptian Priestess since 1993.  A former anthropologist, she 
has always had a strong interest in studying non-North American 
cultures.  As a member of Avaz International Dance Theatre since 
1987, she has had the opportunity to study the cultures of the Bal-
kans, Central Asia, the Middle East and Persia.  A serious student of 
Silk Road cultures since 1991, she has studied with Honored Artists of 
Uzbekistan Viktoria Akilova and Qizlarkhon Dustmukhemedova, as 
well as Carolyn Krueger of Gulistan Dance Company and Dr. Robyn 
Friend.  She is also the current President of Pagan Pride Los Ange-
les, Inc. and First Officer of the Orange County Local Council of 
Covenant of the Goddess, and teaches traditional Wicca in Southern 
California.  

Instagram: @ghostwheel13
paganpridela.org
morgana@paganpridela.org

11:00 AM - San Simeon/San Martin
Initiation in Thelema and The Western Mystery Tradition
Zeph Bender, He/Him 
 Initiation is a transformative process which leads aspirants 
to the most vital knowledge available: who and what we are as 
individuated aspects of divinity. The teachings and techniques of 
initiation include all the tools necessary to make that discovery, 
and to then bring that knowledge to life in all our works.
 This program will provide a brief history of initiation, a 
discussion of its purposes, and an overview of its teaching and 
techniques. Please join us if you are seeking a greater depth of 
wisdom about the constitution of ourselves and the universe, and 
the path which joins these two seemingly separate manifesta-
tions.
 Zeph Bender has been a student of Thelema and the Western 
Mystery Tradition since 1989, and an initiate since 1997. He regularly 
teaches students in both private and public settings on such subjects 
as initiation, qabalah, alchemy, astrology, and tarot. He is the Proloc-
utor of Temple of Thelema.

11:00 AM - Fir
Ask a Native
Kanyon CoyoteWoman, She/They/Coyote  
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& Gregg Castro, He/Him 
 Come sit with two Natives indigenous to the Bay Area and 
learn some great things.
 Kanyon Sayers-Roods is Costanoan Ohlone-Mutsun and Chu-
mash; she also goes by her given Native name, “Coyote Woman”. She 
is proud of her heritage and her native name (though it comes with 
its own back story), and is very active in the Native Community. She 
is an Artist, Poet, Published Author, Activist, Student and Teacher. 
The daughter of Ann-Marie Sayers, she was raised in Indian Canyon, 
trust land of her family, which currently is one of the few spaces in 
Central California available for the Indigenous community for cere-
mony. Kanyon’s art has been featured at the De Young Museum, The 
Somarts Gallery, Gathering Tribes, Snag Magazine, and numerous 
Powwows and Indigenous Gatherings. She is a recent graduate of the 
Art Institute of California, Sunnyvale, obtaining her Associate and 
Bachelor of Science degrees in Web Design and Interactive Media. 
She is motivated to learn, teach, start conversations around decolo-
nization and reinidgenization, permaculture and to continue doing 
what she loves, Art.

kanyonkonsulting.com

 Gregg Castro [t’rowt’raahl Salinan/rumsien-ramaytush Ohlone], 
has been involved in preservation of his cultural heritage for over 
three decades, for both his late Mother’s rumsien Ohlone heri-
tage, and on his late Father’s side, the since ended ‘Salinan Nation 
Tribal Council’ (serving two terms as Tribal Chair) and currently the 
non-profit organization, Salinan T’rowt’raahl. Gregg is a member of 
the Society for California Archaeology (SCA). He serves on SCA’s 
Native American Programs Committee (NAPC) as Chairperson. 
Gregg is a Co- Facilitator for the annual California Indian Confer-
ence. He is now the Culture Director of the Association of Ramaytush 
Ohlone; within that role he is on the Advisory Board of the San Fran-
cisco American Indian Cultural District. Gregg is a writer and activist 
within the California indigenous community, on issues regarding 
cultural preservation, protection, education and traditional practices.

Facebook: gregg.castro.35

2:00 PM - Cedar-Pine Δ
The Magick of the Heart
Irisanya Moon, 18+ only (ID required) 
 If how you relate to one thing is how you relate to every-
thing, how are your relationships right now? In this presentation, 
Irisanya Moon will talk about how to build better relationships 
to self and deities (or however you call and experience divine), 
as well as how to shift when things aren’t going well. Through 
connection, we support ourselves, our magick, and our resilience.
 Irisanya Moon is an author, priestess, and teacher in the Re-
claiming Witchcraft tradition, facilitating classes and camps the US, 
Canada, UK, and Australia. She was initiated into the tradition in 
2014. She contributes to Moon Books anthologies, including Ancestral 
Healing, Weathering the Storm, Paganism 101, Naming the Goddess, 
Pagan Planet, and The Goddess in America, as well as Witches&-
Pagans magazine, “Elements of Magic” (Llewellyn) and “The New 
Aradia” by Revelore Press. She is a current blogger for Patheos 
Pagan. Irisanya has published Pagan Portals - Reclaiming Witch-
craft; Pagan Portals - Aphrodite; Practically Pagan: An Alternative 
Guide to Health and Well-being; and Pagan Portals - Iris: Goddess 
of the Rainbow and Messenger of the Godds, with more coming. Her 
magick focuses on cultivating resilience through trance, aspecting, 
writing, and embodiment, offering safe containers for exploration and 
witnessing each other. Learn more at www.irisanyamoon.com.

2:00 PM - Oak
Reclaiming the Fire - Fellowship of the Phoenix 
TBA 
TBA

2:00 PM - Fir
Ethically Approaching Baneful Magic
Sidney Eileen, Ze/Zir/Zirs 
 Baneful magic is a very hotly debated subject in witchcraft. 
Ethics and morality are mentioned a great deal, usually with all 
parties admitting that ethics are a critical aspect to determining 
whether
or not baneful magic should be used. However, there is also 
usually little or no clarification about what that means, or how 
to personally evaluate the ethics of potential baneful workings. 
Join me as we weigh the often debatable, cultural, and personal 
nature of magical morality and ethics alongside some common 
motivations for doing baneful magic. We will examine common 
attitudes towards and frameworks for the ethics of baneful mag-
ic, being mindful of the strengths and weaknesses of each. After 
that we will discuss some ways to approach finding and using 
your personal moral compass, so 
that you can decide for yourself how you want to approach 
baneful magic, or if you want to do it at all.
 Sidney Eileen is a nonbinary, transgender, asexual, animistic, 
polytheist witch, and an artist, blogger, writer, and teacher. They 
acknowledge divinity and unique natures in not just deities, but in all 
manner of ephemeral and supernatural beings, spirits, living beings, 
and the souls that embody the physical objects and spaces around 
us. Their practice is lifelong and of an intuitive nature, seeking fulfill-
ment through mutable asymmetrical balance. Their perspective as a 
witch and an artist influences everything they do.

Instagram: @sidney_eileen
Facebook: bySidneyEileen
Twitter: @sidney_eileen 
sidneyeileen.com

2:00 PM - Carmel/Monterey Δ
BIPOC Caucus
Jonathan Quant, He/Him 
 If you identify under the BIPoC umbrella please join a round 
table discussion with focal points surrounding what support and 
access looks like for BIPoC at BTV events, what keeps you going 
to, or prevents you from going to events, and to discuss ideas 
for future conferences and events such as topics and presenters 
you’d like to see.
 This caucus is closed to anyone who does not identify under 
the BIPOC umbrella so that we can talk about topics that affect 
us in a safe space.

2:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Intro to Radical Heathenry
Ryan Smith, He/Him 
 Modern Norse practice is growing like never before, with 
more inclusive, animist forms rising to prominence in the com-
munity with Fire & Ice practice on the forefront of these new 
innovations. Join the author of “The Way of Fire & Ice” for a dis-
cussion and workshop on Radical Heathenry, developing person-
al interpretation, and applying living tradition to your personal 
practice.
 Ryan Smith has over a decade of experience organizing Pagan 
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and Norse Pagan groups. Ryan has facilitated workshops, talks, and 
rituals at PantheaCon and Many Gods West along with group and 
solitary ritual work in local communities. He is one of the founders of 
Heathens United Against Racism (HUAR). His other works can be 
found online at onblackwings.com and at the Wayward Wanderer on 
Soundcloud.

2:00 PM - San Simeon/San Martin
Targeting Steps for Effective Magick: An Interactive Ritual 
Construction Workshop
Billie Austin, She/Her 
& Chad Augur, He/Him 
 The effectiveness of ritual comes from the focus and clarity 
of the intention behind it. In fact, often simply defining what you 
are truly seeking and developing a clear visualization of that in-
evitability will bring the desired results. Together, we will explore 
tried-and-proven methods of examining and defining our own 
intentions and integrating them with a symbol set to construct a 
powerful personal ritual.
 This workshop is open to beginners and experienced practi-
tioners alike.
 Billie Austin is a ceremonial magician and artist living in the Bay 
Area. In Temple of Thelema she is honored to serve her community as 
an initiate and as Bursar of Burning Hearts Pronaos. 
 Chad Augur is a father, ceremonial magician, phenomenologist, 
technologist, and artist Chad Augur has a very pragmatic and expe-
riential approach to Magick; holding firmly to the axiom “The method 
of Science, the aim of Religion.” The awareness of universal patterns 
practiced and observed in the microcosm of ritual brought into daily 
life and applied to our actions is the particular focus of Chad’s work. 
First introduced to Occultism in the late 90’s, he initiated into the 
Temple of Thelema in 1998, and has been blessed to have both Phyl-
lis Seckler (Soror Meral) and James A. Eshleman as teachers. Chad 
has been most honored to serve his community in many capacities: 
as an initiate, Temple Chief and Pronaos Governor, and currently 
as Grand Cancelarius of Temple of Thelema and Secretary of the 
College of Thelema.

4:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Ritual for the Breaking of Energetic Ties
Wintersong Tashlin, He/Him/His 
 Been through a rough break up? Recently left a difficult 
job? Moved on from a coven or faith tradition that still has a 
hold on you? Still feel tied to someone or something in your life 
but feel like you need to move on? We form all kinds of energetic 
and magical ties, sometimes on purpose, sometimes by accident 
as we go about our lives, particularly as spiritual beings. In this 
ritual, we’ll join together to sever the ties that bind us and hold 
us back.
 Wintersong Tashlin (http://WinterTashlin.com) is a spirit worker, 
magician, educator, and activist who runs rituals and teaches classes 
on topics such as magic, spirituality, alternative sexuality, and rela-
tionships. His ritual work largely focuses on rites of personal transfor-
mation and ordeal; while his magical work is focused on a systematic 
approach to the interactions between people and the energies 
around us. As a spirit worker, Winter works with the wandering Dead, 
along with a diverse range of gods and spirits; offers divination 
service; and facilitates rituals for both individuals and communities on 
his own and with Clan Tashlin/Tashrisketlin, of which he is one of the 
founders. Wintersong has presented workshops and/or run rituals at 
events throughout the northeast and across the USA. His writing and 
photography has been featured in NewWitch Magazine, HUGGIN, 
and books by leading pagan authors.   

4:00 PM - Oak
My Story So Far...
Unkle Blacktalon Destiny, He/Him/His 
 Ancestors& Orisha: My journey so far... There are stories we 
tell for amusement and education. I what share what my journey, 
my story so far has. Working with and working on healing my 
Ancestor and the guidance from the Orisha.
 Unkle Blacktalon Destiny is a member of American Umbanda 
House (AMUH), and has been practing with them for the 8+ years 
in the Orisa Faith(African-Diaspora). Uncle Destiny has also studied 
Hoodoo, Eclectic spirituality, Spiritualism, and Wicca. A devotee 
of Anansi, and the Power of Stories. Which adds to his work as a 
Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist.

YouTube: UnkleBTDestiny

4:00 PM - Fir
Envisioning Decolonizing Anti-Racist Cultures of the  
European Diaspora Workshop for Pagans
Liam Harwyn, They/Them/He/Him/His
& Kanyon CoyoteWoman, She/They/Coyote 
 Based on a set of guidelines written by Kanyon Coyote-
Woman Sayers Roods and Liam Harwyn, we recognize that for 
white supremacy to be eradicated we need alternative cultural 
moorings for European settler descendants that are explicitly 
anti-racist and decolonizing. The European diaspora includes 
European descendants and anyone who has been affected by 
white supremacist culture.
 Kanyon CoyoteWoman Sayers-Roods is an Ohlone & Chumash 
California Native Woman. She is a creative artist, catalyst of decol-
onizing conversations, contemp/traditional artist, Native Representa-
tive, CEO of Kanyon Konsulting LLC and founder of Indian Canyon 
Two Spirit Society, advocate of truth in history, “Coyote”, T.E.K educa-
tor, and much more.
 Liam is a nonbinary, transgender white settler descendant living 
on stolen Miwok and Pomo land. They are a writer, student of decol-
onization and a witch.

4:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Hermeticism, Mysticism & Magic in Renaissance Art
Daniel Gautier 
 This presentation will examine the spiritual and mystical sig-
nificance of the work of such painters as Botticelli, Raphael, and 
Durer. Also addressed will be the initiatory, Hermetic lineage and 
the pagan philosophies of Pythagoreanism and Platonism which 
deeply influenced the Renaissance Florentine Platonic School. 
I will also examine those key Hermetic/Alchemical writings, the 
Emerald Tablet and The Divine Pymander.
 Daniel Gautier is a painter, composer, and author whose books, 
music, and art is showcased in the vendors’ space of Blue Rose 
Metaphysics. Mr. Gautier offers lectures on the subjects of art history, 
comparative religion, literature, and philosophy. Mr. Gautier’s art has 
roots in the traditions of Hermetic and Platonic philosophy, Symbol-
ist art, Jungian psychology, and the gnostic/mystic disciplines, East 
and West. To learn more about my work, you can visit my website at: 
dgautier.com

4:00 PM - Carmel/Monterey Δ
Transgender/Non-Binary/Gender-Nonconforming/ 
Agender Caucus 
Phoenix Starr 
 AA gathering of gender-diverse pagans ~ transgender, 
non-binary, gender-nonconforming, agender, and others ~ to 
discuss our experiences in the pagan/polytheist/occult/etc. com-
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munity. A combination of support group and action committee 
deeply indebted to similar efforts at conventions past for pagans 
of color, this is a chance to talk amongst ourselves without cis-
gender pagans around.
 This caucus is closed to cisgender people. If you are won-
dering if you are trans enough to attend, then that means this 
caucus is for you; be welcomed! If you are cisgender, please 
don’t come. There will be a reminder that the space is closed at 
the beginning of the caucus and there might be reminders as 
appropriate, but we won’t police anyone or ask anyone to out 
themselves.

4:00 PM - San Simeon/San Martin
Rite of the Child 
Temple of Thelema 
 This rite is the third in an annual triad of rites celebrating 
the Mother, Father & Child Archetypes. It is a beautiful public 
ritual performance in the style of the Western Mysteries, giving 
you an opportunity to take a closer look at the Temple of Thele-
ma, a Mystery School for the New Aeon.
 Temple of Thelema is a true Outer Order of the Greater Mys-
teries, providing ceremonial initiation; structured training; and regular 
group work, all in conformity with the principles of The Book of the 
Law.

thelema.org

7:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Being a Spiritual Rebel
Phoenix LeFae, She/Her/Hers 
 Spirituality in the form of Witchcraft should be a rebel-
lious act. Many of us find our way to the practice of Witchcraft 
because we are seeking change, connection, and let’s be honest, 
power. Witches and heretics are the outsiders of mainstream 
culture. They are the edge-walkers and the world changers. It is 
an honor to step into the lineage of spiritual rebel and it is an 
important part of the magick of Witchcraft. In this workshop, we 
will explore the potential of our own personal spiritual rebel-
lion and step closer to our own inner heretic. Part lecture, part 
hands-on exploration, part ritual, during our time together we 
will speak the names of the rebels of the past and seek their in-
fluence, wisdom, and magick on the rebellions we wish to create 
in the world today.
 Phoenix LeFae (she/her) is a restless seeker of knowledge 
and beauty. Her journey on the path of Witchcraft started in 1993 
when her athame was a wooden-handled butter knife stolen from 
her mom’s kitchen. Her love of magick and mystery has led her 
down many paths, lineages, and traditions. She is an initiate in the 
Reclaiming Tradition of Witchcraft, the Avalon Druid Order, and 
Gardnerian Wicca. She has had the pleasure of teaching and leading 
ritual across the United States, Canada, and Australia. Phoenix has 
written several books including What Is Remembered Lives, Walking 
in Beauty, and Witches, Heretics, and Warrior Women. She is a folk 
magick practitioner, professional Witch and reader, and the owner 
of the esoteric Goddess shop, Milk & Honey, (www.Milk-and-Honey.
com).

7:00 PM - Oak Δ
Ordeal Facilitation - Crafting Sacred Trauma
Winterson Tashlin, He/Him/His, 18+ only (ID required)
 Ordeal, Catharsis, Initiation. There is a growing shift to-
wards doing structured rituals designed to effect the internal or 
spiritual tidal shifts that can sometimes happen as a byproduct, 
intended or otherwise, of activities such as kink/BDSM play, 

extreme physical activity/exercise, body modification practices, 
etc. This class will help you learn to deliberately craft these types 
of rituals, for yourself or for others. We will discuss when and why 
this kind of practice is valuable, how to determine the best tech-
niques and processes to achieve a desired goal, and how to fit 
the work into a broader personal, spiritual, or religious context.
 Wintersong Tashlin (http://WinterTashlin.com) is a spirit worker, 
magician, educator, and activist who runs rituals and teaches classes 
on topics such as magic, spirituality, alternative sexuality, and rela-
tionships. His ritual work largely focuses on rites of personal transfor-
mation and ordeal; while his magical work is focused on a systematic 
approach to the interactions between people and the energies 
around us. As a spirit worker, Winter works with the wandering Dead, 
along with a diverse range of gods and spirits; offers divination 
service; and facilitates rituals for both individuals and communities on 
his own and with Clan Tashlin/Tashrisketlin, of which he is one of the 
founders. Wintersong has presented workshops and/or run rituals at 
events throughout the northeast and across the USA. His writing and 
photography has been featured in NewWitch Magazine, HUGGIN, 
and books by leading pagan authors.

7:00 PM - Fir
Considering Wicca for African Americans 
Jeanine DeOya, She/Her 
 While the trend or social pressures these days, among 
Pagans, is to practice a spirituality that was practiced by one’s 
Ancestors, my belief is that people should practice what their 
souls calls for, and not what social pressure calls for. If we all 
could trace back to our first Earth-based Ancestor we would 
find that we all have that same common Earth-based Ancestor. 
Certainly though, Wicca has its foundations from the teach-
ings of Tehuti Tismegistus, and his Ancient Mystery Schools in 
Africa. These teachings presented the Seven Universal Principles, 
which is a framework in Wicca. But more to the point Wicca is a 
foundational magick that can appeal to all people in all walks 
of life. Wicca is practiced by Kemetic Wiccans, Jewish Wiccans, 
Christian Wiccans, and yes, African American Wiccans, and is 
adaptable by many cultures.
 Jeanine DeOya is a continual student of the universal mysteries. 
She was called to her Earth-based path at a young age. While she 
grew up in a Christian family, she continued to seek for further truths. 
Jeanine began practicing Paganism in 1992, and began practicing 
Wicca in 1995. Presently Jeanine holds a Master’s Degree in Social 
Work and is ordained. She has been a Priestess in the Correllian 
tradition since 2001, which gives her the title of Reverend. In 1999 
she created a form online to network with other Pagans of color and 
watched it grow exponentially.
 Jeanine is presently on a Correllian board, which was formed to 
discuss ways of positive change towards racial and other equalities 
within The Correllian Tradition, as well as across the wider scope of 
the community at large. Included in her practice Jeanine has been 
doing prison telephony ministry for 7 years, and presently teaches 
a course on her African American Wiccan Society Online School. 
Jeanine is a blog writer, administrator of black Pagan online forms, 
reader of the tarot, natural empathic intuitive and spiritual counselor.

7:00 PM - San Jose/Santa Clara Δ
Dark Arts and Crafts
Marcus Keys 
 Cost for materials is $30 per person, $40 at the door.
 Limited to 30 participants.
Venmo: @The_Skeleton_Key
Cashapp: $theskeletonk3y
 Paper and scissors and needles OH MY! Get Crafty when 
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you need to do a spell in a pinch. In this class we will be making 
items on the fly if you’re in an office, classroom, another home, or 
when you can’t access your own tools.
 Make a a travel poppet, tie up someones toung, and put 
someone in their place with house and craft items.
 Born and raised in San Diego CA, Marcus is a queer, Mexi-
can-American, practicing witch with more than a decade’s worth of 
presenting, teaching, and providing spiritual counsel as a professional 
Spirit Worker making key talismans, candles, providing tarot read-
ings, and more. Not only does he unlock the magic for his community, 
he also has a popular TikTok channel where he gives a weekly read-
ings, discussions on the current trends with magical practices, and a 
few silly skits to keep the magic going. Currently, Marcus is a dedi-
cate student of the Anderson Feri Witchcraft tradition in the Hell’s 
Mare branch of the Elenkin line with his teacher Tommie Starchild.  

TikTok: @the_skeleton_key

7:00 PM - Carmel/Monterey
Kosmik Kirtan 
Evelie Delfino Såles Posch, Siya/She/Her 
 Evelie Delfino Såles Posch is a sacred song singer/writer, 
culture bearer & music educator. She is a devoted chantress (in 
34 languages); Certified Sound Therapist & Pranic Healer, and 
ritualist. She has roots in her indigenous Babaylan (witch doctor) 
tradition from the Philippines as well as with Reclaiming. Evelie 
has been singing all her life according to her mother and first 
teacher, Divinia. Evelie’s music ministry brings her to assisted liv-
ing & rehab centers, hospitals, retirement homes, & even prisons. 
She can be found on social media avenues such as:

Facebook: evelie.posch
Twitter: @evelie_sings
himalayanfair.net
calrevels.org
Facebook: CaliforniaRevels

7:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Trance & Fae; Here We Go Again 
Morwenna, She/Her 
 I will discuss how the Fae inform the trance style I use in 
my personal practice, followed by going into a ritualized Seer 
presentation, to speak to the Fae, the dead and the Celtic Gods. 
Opportunities to ask a question while I’m in my Seer state will be 
given to everyone in attendance.
 I have over fifty years of experience in a Welsh Fae-based 
tradition and over forty-five years of speaking to the dead and to 
Gods. I am learning how to use these talents and training to help the 
community. I’m learning how to teach them. Come help me learn.

9:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Rite of Medusa
Solar Tribe 
 Solar Tribe, born 2016, is an All Hearts Welcome Sister-
hood of the Moon open circle celebrating the turn of the sacred 
Wheel. Our rituals are open to all people who seek connection 
within the loving embrace of the Mother Goddess. Our rituals 
and celebrations are deeply rooted in honoring our Ancestors 
and ancient traditions as well as stepping into the now using ex-
periential aspects of magick. Our Temple is located in Hayward, 
CA.
 Medusa, Medousa, Serpent Priestess, Gorgon Queen, Seer 
of the Future, She Who is the Great Awakener beckons us to 
shed old skins that no longer serve our path. Medusa offers us 

the knowledge of the ecstatic connection between pain and plea-
sure, beauty and horror, and divinely forbidden sexuality. She 
shines the light upon the old and tired stories that hold us back. 
Medusa offers courage. The Serpent of Truth invites us to willing-
ly stand before Her sacred gaze to shed, dance, and invoke our 
desires.
 Priestess Sabrina Moon is Founder and Presiding High Priestess 
of Solar Tribe and The Hive Pagan Youth Group Sisterhood of the 
Moon Communities where all hearts are welcome. Healer, Artist, 
Ritualist, Mother, and Lover of the Earth. Sabrina has been practic-
ing Goddess-centered Spirituality and Witchcraft for over 25 years. 
Her personal magick is based in the transformative powers of love, 
the cosmic expansion of the soul through art, trance, and movement, 
and in providing sacred service to all beings in search of the loving 
embrace of the Great Cosmic Mother. She was Initiated as a Witch 
by Lady Jesamyn Angelica in 2009 and again in 2014, the same 
year she was Initiated into the Sisterhood of the Moon Tradition as a 
Priestess. Priestess Sabrina received her Ordination from Lady Jesa-
myn Angelica in 2016 and is currently in sacred service at Sisterhood 
of the Moon.

Instagram: @sabrinamoon13 @moonbeamqueens
Facebook: Sisterhood of the Moon, Sabrina Baxter 

9:00 PM - Oak
Nonbinary Connection and Celebration Ritual
Sidney Eileen, Ze/Zir/Zirs 
 All are welcome to join us as we celebrate and connect 
with nonbinary genders, both our own and the genders of 
those around us. We will acknowledge the infinite experiences 
of gender, and the amazing variety in nonbinary experiences 
in particular, and how we are all enriched by celebrating those 
variations and individual expressions. We will reframe gender 
divinity archetypes from a nonbinary perspective, include male 
and female, so that we may magically break down the binary 
constructs that dominate modern society and spirituality and 
better understand them from a more open and inclusive perspec-
tive. Nonbinary attendees will be given the opportunity to speak 
about and lead celebration of their personal gender if they are 
comfortable doing so. Binary attendees are welcome, but asked 
to quietly participate, expand their awareness, and celebrate 
the genders of those around them. All attendees will be welcome 
to present personal items to be blessed by the energies of the 
ritual.
 Sidney Eileen is a nonbinary, transgender, asexual, animistic, 
polytheist witch, and an artist, blogger, writer, and teacher. They 
acknowledge divinity and unique natures in not just deities, but in all 
manner of ephemeral and supernatural beings, spirits, living beings, 
and the souls that embody the physical objects and spaces around 
us. Their practice is lifelong and of an intuitive nature, seeking fulfill-
ment through mutable asymmetrical balance. Their perspective as a 
witch and an artist influences everything they do.

Instagram: @sidney_eileen
Facebook: bySidneyEileen
Twitter: @sidney_eileen
sidneyeileen.com

9:00 PM - Carmel/Monterey
Swords in Rituals
Katt, He/Him 
 Many cultures use swords as part of their ritual work, From 
sword dances to ritual combat. We will discuss ways for you to 
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use swords in your ritual work. 
 As a follower of Sekhmet, I have always been pulled toward 
weapons and combat. It was that pull that got me interested in 
martial arts, which I have been involved in for over 30 years. I have 
studied various arts such as Kendo and Saber fencing. I worked with 
the Black Swords, which I am still a part of but, it is currently led by 
one of my students. I am also a founding member of HAMAA ( His-
torical African Martial Arts Association). It is my hope to help people 
on their personal journeys as martial arts helped me.

9:00 PM - Fir
Self-Discovery: Wellness Upkeep w/ Reiki & Breathwork 
Carmela Obscura, She/Her 
 Amidst the daily grind, we tend to bypass our need to reset 
ourselves as energetic beings.
 Learning how to perform self-Reiki and breathwork can 
optimize your health.
 This immersion will guide you to perform these practices, 
paired with an alchemical crystal sound bowl meditation to rattle 
one’s frequency and release what the subconscious may be con-
cealing.
 Carmela is a 1st-generation Afro-Filipina, 3rd-generation Albu-
larya. Her creative disposition and adolescent awareness of alchemy 
and metaphysics have guided her through successful ventures in 
dance, pastry arts, nutrition and herbalism.
 These acquisitions were later integrated as platforms to fulfill 
her purpose as an embodied healer.
 Thus far in the path, she earned mastery in Reiki, certified herb-
alism, deepened the connection in spirit consultation, breathwork fa-
cilitation, entheogens guide and an alchemical sound bath musician.

carmelaobscura.com

9:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Sacred Places and Spaces
Gregg Castro, He/Him 
 ‘Settler Colonial Society’ imposes the false narrative of 
isolated individuality and ‘disconnectedness’. But ancient wisdom 
of indigenous cultures teach that all things are irrevocably con-
nected. Physical place and the cultures that these places directly 
birth mean that ‘sacredness’ is tied to place as well as unique 
peoples/communities. We will engage in a discussion that will 
encompass both the sacredness of place and of culture, which 
will include explorations of site preservation issues and cultural 
misappropriation, concepts that indigenous communities see as 
very much a part of the same dialogue.
 Gregg Castro [t’rowt’raahl Salinan/rumsien-ramaytush Ohlone], 
has been involved in preservation of his cultural heritage for over 
three decades, for both his late Mother’s rumsien Ohlone heri-
tage, and on his late Father’s side, the since ended ‘Salinan Nation 
Tribal Council’ (serving two terms as Tribal Chair) and currently the 
non-profit organization, Salinan T’rowt’raahl. Gregg is a member of 
the Society for California Archaeology (SCA). He serves on SCA’s 
Native American Programs Committee (NAPC) as Chairperson. 
Gregg is a Co- Facilitator for the annual California Indian Confer-
ence. He is now the Culture Director of the Association of Ramaytush 
Ohlone; within that role he is on the Advisory Board of the San Fran-
cisco American Indian Cultural District. Gregg is a writer and activist 
within the California indigenous community, on issues regarding 
cultural preservation, protection, education and traditional practices. 

Facebook: gregg.castro.35
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SUNDAY AT-A-GLANCE
IMPORTANT NOTE: Ø indicates that entry is not allowed after event starts. There may be additional restrictions. Δ indicates there 
are restrictions regarding admission. Check the progam description for details.
9:00AM: — Sleep In!
11:00AM: — Dancing the Rhythms of the Earth & the Seasons ..Maureen Atkins ...................................................................................Cedar-Pine
11:00AM: — Unconventional Tools and Altar Supplies ..........................Sidney Eileen .........................................................................................Fir
11:00AM: — Writing From Your Body—A Somatic
   Writing Workshop ......................................................................................Lasara Firefox Allen .......................................................................San Jose/Santa Clara
11:00AM: — CircleSinging ...................................................................................................Evelie Delfino Såles Posch .......................................................Carmel/Monterey
12:30PM: — Lunch Break (12:30-2:00PM)
2:00PM: — The Well of Song: An Improv Singing Circle ..................Sharon Knight.......................................................................................Cedar-Pine
2:00PM: Δ Stones that Live and Breathe: Passionate  
  Engagement with Venerable Images .....................................Silence Maestas ..................................................................................Fir
2:00PM: — African Martial Arts Demo ..............................................................Katt .................................................................................................................Oak
2:00PM: — Rites of Earth Reverence ....................................................................Mark Green .............................................................................................San Juan/San Carlos
2:00PM: — Clothing Swap ...............................................................................................Phoenix Starr .........................................................................................San Jose/Santa Clara
4:00PM: — Closing Ceremony ......................................................................................Tanuki Wise, Jonathan Quant & Gregg Castro ..Cedar-Pine
5:30PM: — Dinner Break (5:30-7:00PM) 
7:00PM: — Margaret & Kristoph Celtic Concert ......................................Margaret & Kristoph Celtic Duo .......................................Cedar-Pine
7:00PM: — Tea: the History, Mystery, and Magick .................................Kitchen Witch Groumet, Jenay Marontate ..............Fir
7:00PM: — Upcycling for Fun, Profit, and Saving the Planet.......Ceridwen ....................................................................................................San Jose/Santa Clara
9:00PM: — Pagan Humor 14: Tales from Cafe Ho-Hum ....................Angus McMahan ...............................................................................Cedar-Pine
9:00PM: — Introduction to Magical Drumming .........................................Don Schulz ...............................................................................................Fir
9:00PM: — Movie Magic(k)!!! ........................................................................................Tequila Joe ...............................................................................................San Juan/San Carlos

11:00 AM - Cedar-Pine
Dancing the Rhythms of the Earth & the Seasons
Maureen Atkins, She/Her 
 Sacred Circle Dance is a type of dance that is all inclu-
sive-beginners welcome. All dances are taught first. We will 
dance the Seasons and Elements. Music from around the world. 
Dances are soulful and meditative as well as playful and cele-
bratory.
 Maureen Atkins has been teaching Sacred Circle Dance since 
1995. Over the years she has taught at past pagan gatherings, dance 
camps, dance retreats and collaborated with other presenters. The 
dances taught are fine for beginners and embody the Wheel of the 
Year and the rhythms of the earth.

11:00 AM - Fir
Unconventional Tools and Altar Supplies
Sidney Eileen, Ze/Zir/Zirs 
 The only essential for witchcraft practice is yourself. Every-
thing else is icing on the cake, tools which can be used to aid in 
achieving focus for your magical or devotional practice. Are they 
fun? Sure. Inspiring? Absolutely. Useful? Undoubtedly. Essen-
tial? Not usually. Even those items which are almost ubiquitous 
in modern witchcraft can be problematic for individuals, be 
that due to financial limitations, space limitations, being in the 
broom closet, bad associations, allergy, disability, or more. Even 
if having one or more of those items is feasible, maybe it just 
doesn’t seem to click or hold the power for you that it does ev-
eryone else. Maybe something less conventional, but with greater 
personal meaning, will work just as well or better. Join us as we 
discuss alternatives and creative means of finding and conse-
crating magical tools and altars supplies that are respectful and 
perfect for your personal practice.
 Sidney Eileen is a nonbinary, transgender, asexual, animistic, 
polytheist witch, and an artist, blogger, writer, and teacher. They 
acknowledge divinity and unique natures in not just deities, but in all 

manner of ephemeral and supernatural beings, spirits, living beings, 
and the souls that embody the physical objects and spaces around 
us. Their practice is lifelong and of an intuitive nature, seeking fulfill-
ment through mutable asymmetrical balance. Their perspective as a 
witch and an artist influences everything they do.

Instagram: @sidney_eileen
Facebook: bySidneyEileen
Twitter: @sidney_eileen
sidneyeileen.com

11:00 AM - San Jose/Santa Clara Δ
Writing From Your Body—A Somatic Writing Workshop
Lasara Firefox Allen, They/Them 
 Please bring the writing implements of your choice.
 Do you want to deepen your writing process? Join me for a 
somatic writing experience. Your body has stories to tell: ancient 
stories, new stories, stories of heartbreak, stories of breaking 
through, stories of joy, deep stories, wild stories, silly stories; your 
stories. Your markings, intentional or unintentional, carry stories, 
as do your cells. Your scars, body art, bones, and blood all hold 
memories. This workshop offers you an opportunity to write out 
some of the stories your body holds. Through embodiment prac-
tices, writing prompts, memory exercises, and other techniques, 
Lasara will help you uncover some of your hidden voices and 
allow them to speak.
 Lasara Firefox Allen (they/them/theirs) is a writer, Witch, and 
gritty academic. Having grown up in the wilds of Mendocino County, 
Lasara currently resides in Ukiah with/in the ancestral and contem-
porary lands of the Pomo people. Lasara is a social work practitioner 
who practices from an anti-oppression and intersectional feminist 
framework. They are a Harm Reductionist, social justice activist, and 
a co-conspirator for our collective liberation.   

linktr.ee/lasarafirefoxallen 
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11:00 AM - Carmel/Monterey
CircleSinging
Evelie Delfino Såles Posch, Siya/She/Her 
 Evelie Delfino Såles Posch is a sacred song singer/writer, culture 
bearer & music educator. She is a devoted chantress (in 34 languag-
es); Certified Sound Therapist & Pranic Healer, and ritualist. She has 
roots in her indigenous Babaylan (witch doctor) tradition from the 
Philippines as well as with Reclaiming. Evelie has been singing all 
her life according to her mother and first teacher, Divinia. Evelie’s 
music ministry brings her to assisted living & rehab centers, hospitals, 
retirement homes, & even prisons. She can be found on social media 
avenues such as:

Facebook: evelie.posch
Twitter: @evelie_sings
himalayanfair.net
calrevels.org
Facebook: CaliforniaRevels

2:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
The Well of Song: An Improv Singing Circle
Sharon Knight, She/Her 
 Imagine that there is a great Well of Music residing deep 
within the collective consciousness. This is the place from which 
all music pours out, and where all music will return. We can all 
tap this flow of music, and learn to trust the song that comes 
out of us. This will be a facilitated song circle, where we’ll sing 
together in 4-part harmony based on music drawn right from the 
Well in the moment. Sharon orchestrates to give you a place to 
root, but you will be invited to reach into the Well and begin a 
song also.
 Sharon Knight is a lifelong musician and artist with a deep love 
of this beautiful jewel of a planet we live on. She creates from an an-
imistic worldview, and loves to sing to the sea and the wind and the 
trees. She also loves to sing with you, and hear your beautiful voices 
woven in harmony! 

Facebook: SharonKnightMusic

2:00 PM - Fir Δ
Stones that Live and Breathe: Passionate Engagement  
with Venerable Images
Silence Maestas, He/Him, 18+ only (ID required)
 Today’s pagans and polytheists love engaging with religious 
imagery, and we do so in many ways. How do these forms of 
engagement connect with the past, and how are they distinct 
to our specific modern contexts? How can we individually and 
collectively engage with religious images in responsible and 
respectful ways? What implications do these images have for 
our modern spiritual practices? Join us in exploring this rich topic 
with other iconophiles.
 Silence Maestas is an author, educator, and artist based in Salt 
Lake City, UT who has presented at PantheaCon, Many Gods West, 
SpiritCon, online polytheist conferences, and regional gender- and 
sex-positivity conferences. Drawing on a background in witchcraft, 
devotional practice, and diverse religious traditions, Silence aims to 
empower people through information and direct experience. 

walkingtheheartroad.com
Facebook: SilenceMaestasWriter

2:00 PM - Oak
African Martial Arts Demo 
Katt, He/Him

 Ever wanted to learn about how Egyptians used their 
Khopeshes, or how the Zulu used their Iklwas and Shields? How 
about the use of the Shotel? show up at the class and find out.
 As a follower of Sekhmet, I have always been pulled toward 
weapons and combat. It was that pull that got me interested in 
martial arts, which I have been involved in for over 30 years. I have 
studied various arts such as Kendo and Saber fencing. I worked with 
the Black Swords, which I am still a part of but, it is currently led by 
one of my students. I am also a founding member of HAMAA ( His-
torical African Martial Arts Association). It is my hope to help people 
on their personal journeys as martial arts helped me.

2:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Rites of Earth Reverence
Mark Green, He/Him 
 This is a ritual with a simple purpose: to express, center, and 
honor our devotion to the Earth of which we are a part. It will 
present opportunities for participants to make oaths of commit-
ment to action, to take on roles in their local communities related 
to Earth service, and to express their devotion and humble love 
for this amazing Planet that is our home.
 Author of ATHEOPAGANISM: An Earth-Honoring Path Rooted 
in Science, and a Pagan for 35 years, Mark Green is a writer, poet, 
thinker, ritualist, singer and activist. He is best known in his local area 
as the founder of Sonoma County Conservation Action, the largest 
environmental organization on the North Coast of California. He 
works in the nonprofit sector, lives in the exquisite watershed of the 
Russian River (Coast Miwok/Southern Pomo land) with his partner 
Nemea and Kiki, the Circus Cat, and seeks to eat this magnificent 
life with both hands. He is a proud member of the 30-year-old Pagan 
circle Dark Sun.  

Facebook: dracowyrm
The Atheopagan Society: TheAPSociety.org
Atheopaganism blog: Atheopaganism.org

2:00 PM - San Jose/Santa Clara
Clothing Swap
Phoenix Starr, Birdie/they/them 
 Do you have witchy garb, accessories, or ritual tools you’d 
like to give away or trade? Bring them to our clothing swap! We 
ask that you do not drop and go, please take your items with 
you when you leave so our host doesn’t have to clean up the 
mess!
 Phoenix is an eclectic Pagan of nearly 15 years with dramatic 
flair and a passion for fashion. 

4:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Closing Ceremony
Between The Veils Organization Co-Founder Tanuki Wise,  
Board President Jonathan Quant & Gregg Castro

7:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Margaret & Kristoph Celtic Concert
Margaret & Kristoph Celtic Duo 
 Join Celtic duo Margaret & Kristoph in a magical concert of 
music evocative of Otherwhere and Otherwhen. Margaret & Kris-
toph is Margaret Davis (soprano, Celtic harp, recorders, flute) 
and Kristoph Klover (tenor, 12-string guitar, octave mandolin, 
whistle).
 Margaret & Kristoph create magical music -- an original fusion 
of Celtic and Early music flavors that touches the heart through 
the interweaving of soaring vocals with Celtic harp, guitars, octave 
mandolin, recorders, flute, and whistle.Their lyrics, including some in 
Gaelic, Medieval French, and Provencal, speak of love and longing, 
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quests and revels, magic and transformation in a language that 
transports and enchants the listener. Margaret Davis and Kristoph 
Klover are respectively the leaders of Celtic/Medieval band Broce-
liande and Celtic rock band Avalon Rising, in addition to their work 
as a duo. They have recorded 15 CDs on the Flowinglass Music label, 
and in 2008 they performed in the Disney movie Bedtime Stories. In 
2018 they won the Lost Chord Award, presented by the Society for 
Ritual Arts. Find out more about them at https://flowinglass.com/
margaret-kristoph 

7:00 PM - Fir
Tea: the History, Mystery, and Magick 
Kitchen Witch Groumet, Jenay Marontate 
 Come with me on a journey of Tea. We will start with a 
recap of the basics of learning the types of tea and how to brew 
them. We will explore the dynamic and powerful history of tea. I 
will share with you the healing elements, and health benefits of 
this ancient elixir. Together we will share and discuss the intuition 
of our grandmother’s Kitchen Witchery and their herbal tea 
magicks. I will discuss the harmonious balance that tea rituals, 
tea meditation, and tea magick and bring into your day to day 
life to lift you up and elevate your connection to this beloved 
plant.
 Jenay Marontate created Kitchen Witch Gourmet tea compa-
ny 12 years ago. A delicious adventure into edible magic that will 
elevate your tea drinking and dining experience. Recently signed to 
Llewellyn to write a book on the topic of Tea Magic Jenay is over-
joyed to share this passion for tea with you.

kitchenwitchgourmet.com
Facebook: KitchenWitchGourmet
Instagram: @kitchenwitchgourmet

7:00 PM - San Jose/Santa Clara
Upcycling for Fun, Profit, and Saving the Planet
Ceridwen, She/Her 
 Tons of clothing waste are generated every year. Much of it 
is sent overseas to be dealt with, but much of it ends up in the 
landfill. Upcycling involves taking garments that don’t fit, aren’t 
attractive, or just plain ugly and giving them new life (and keep-
ing them out of the landfill). There are a number of ways to that. 
This presentation will show you how much can be done with just 
a little effort.
 Ceridwen is a fiber artist and has been for many years. Fiber 
covers a lot of territory. She felts, needles and wets. She dyes, indigo 
dyes, ice dyes, tie dyes, eco prints, sun prints and vat dyes. She makes 
clothing. She upcycles clothing to make old things usable again. She 
has made hats, bags, scarves, and masks for sale. Mostly at cons. She 
admits to making a bit of jewelry on the side, but fiber is really her 
passion.

9:00 PM - Cedar-Pine
Pagan Humor 14: Tales from Cafe Ho-Hum
Angus McMahan, He/Him 
 I feel less like a mighty Phoenix rising from a chrysalis and 
more like a bicyclist waking up in a ditch after being side-swiped 
by a delivery van. The worst of the pandemic has passed. But 
there sits Sprigs, the eternal Restaurant at the End of the 
Universe. Cafe Ho-Hum is a survivor, like Cher, cockroaches and 

dandelions; Sprigs is hard to kill - and even harder to stomach. 
Anyhoo - what was I supposed to be talking about? Oh - yeah - 
Pagan Humor 14. Um.....It’s August - I don’t know what I’ll include 
yet. Probably some road trip tales, a crazy book review, assorted 
rants - whatever I think will entertain all y’all. Deal?
 Angus is a carbon-based, bipedal, ape-descended life form who 
has evolved his thumb-laden hands into two specialties: Writing stuff 
and whapping on things in a rhythmical manner. Verified examples of 
the former skill can be found at: www.Patreon.com/AngusMcMahan 
- Field recordings of the latter tendency can be made at many of the 
pagan rituals that tend to pop up in this area. 

9:00 PM - Fir
Introduction to Magical Drumming
Don Schulz, He/Him 
 No drums are required on your part, but, if you have one, 
please feel free to bring it.
 Not just for drummers! A simple overview of Magickal 
Drumming for meditation, ritual and ceremonial drumming and 
healing and how to incorporate it into your practice - whether 
personal or professional. Rhythm styles, frequency, and types of 
drums and other instruments will be covered.
 Those first drums were crude, lopsided, a bit askew, but… That 
sound. No, I stand corrected. Not sound. Feeling. It went clear to my 
bones, unlocking memories of past lives, visions of unknown places 
and peoples, connecting me with Spirit in a way I’d never experi-
enced before. The simplicity of nothing more than wood and hide, 
intertwined in such a way that it transcended itself was actually, well, 
spiritual. So I listened to the drums. I communed with them. I asked 
them what they wanted. Oh, the visions they gave me! I spoke with 
drum makers in my dreams and in the ethereal and a single, simple 
command came back. Let the drums be what they want to be. Don’t 
force them. Let each have its own voice, its own personality. I’m no 
longer a maker of drums. I’m a guide. Join me on my journey.

The Different Drum
Home of handmade ceremonial and shamanic drums

9:00 PM - San Juan/San Carlos
Movie Magic(k)!!!
Tequila Joe, He/Him 
 Are we really wicked??? Join us, as we take an in-depth look 
at the depictions of witchcraft in pop culture and mainstream 
media. We will discuss both the stigma and the progressive ways 
in which Hollywood has molded our image. From ancient folklore 
to the latest movies, comic books to hit songs, we will bridge the 
gaps between fantasy and practice! Learn how the mainstream 
can help you flaunt your own personal practice! Nerdy witches 
unite!!
 Hailing from Monterey, CA, Tequila Joe is a solitary practitioner 
with a passion for science fiction and a taste for the macabre. A for-
mer teacher, and paranormal investigator, Joe shares a passion for 
history, legend and the origins of both. When not walking the path 
of historical figures, writing rituals or dishing up culinary delights as 
a present day chef, Joe spends his time collecting science fiction and 
Hollywood memorabilia, with a particular focus on a galaxy far, far 
away. 

Facebook: profile.php?id=1390694619
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THE GATHERING PATHS VENDOR ROOM
Friday: 2:00PM - 8:00PM ∙ Saturday & Sunday: 10AM - 6PM

Awd Dog Studios  
awddogstudios.com

Ayamama Botanicals  
 Ayamama Botanicals is a modern 
Apothecary offering Medicine Tools and 
Self-Care Treatments. It was created in 
2020. Ayamama Botanicals is here to 
support your plant needs and healing 
journeys. 
 I’m a clinical herbalist and massage 
therapist. I’ve been working with plant 
medicines and healing modalities for the 
last 15 years. I am dedicated to the healing 
arts and consider this my main craft. I use 
reverence and reciprocity in all of my plant 
offerings and self care products. 
ayamamabotanicals.com

Blue Moon Designs  
 Blue Moon Designs by Katherine the 
Great creates fashionable and functional 
utility accessories, made one at a time in her 
home studio in Vallejo, CA.   
 Katherine uses reclaimed materials to 
create body-positive and empowering pocket 
belts & holster hoodies as well as illuminated 
bustle skirts, headdresses, and jewelry 
made with glowing LED lights. Katherine 
infuses her designs with a unique blend of 
Renaissance faire, Victorian, steampunk, and 
Burning Man aesthetic sensibilities. 
etsy.com/shop/bluemoonkatherine

Blue Rose Metaphysics 
 Blue Rose Metaphysics is a multi-versed 
spiritual hub. At Gathering Paths it will be 
hosting the works of visionary artist, author, 
musician and hermeticist Daniel Gautier, 
as well as psychic, tarot and advanced 
astrology reader Mayah Starlily. Check out 
their links below!   
dgautier.com 
bluerosevibes.com/Mayah.html

Celtic Art Store  
 Finger Labyrinth Art collection 
celticartstore.net

Glass Art by CoolhandSuuze Designs  
and Orphan Glass 
 We are two independent glass artists 
that have teamed up to bring you a wide 
variety of glass art, jewelry, and home decor. 
 CoolhandSuuze Designs specializes in 
fantasy styling with a steampunk flare. 
 Hailing from Willits, CA, Suuze has been 
working with glass for 25 years. She has 
a taste for all things tiny, feminine, and 

sometimes a little bizarre. 
 Orphan glass specializes in Macabre 
and horror themed glass art, jewelry, and 
marbles. 
 He creates in his home in Modesto, CA, 
and comes to you with an intense collection 
of gore themed glass that you’ll want to 
touch and take home with you. 
Instagram: @coolhandsuuze 
Instagram: @orphan_glass

CovenTree Market 
 CovenTree Olde World Market (AKA 
CovenTree: Books & Gifts) started in 2004 
as a booth at the local renaissance festival.  
We carry all kinds of cultural, historical, 
metaphysical, spiritual, and whimsical items.  
Over the years we expanded into attending 
various conventions including Comic-Con 
International in San Diego, and opening a 
brick & mortar storefront.  Our store, which 
opened in 2015, is located at 722 East Main 
St. Suite 112 in Santa Maria, California.   
While at the Gathering Paths - Come 
and see the wide selection of Furrybones, 
Underbedz, Dinosaurs, Luckyz, other 
characters, along with numerous handmade 
items.  
Facebook: CovenTreeOldeWorldMarket 
Instagram: @coventreemarket

Daughter of the Fates 

Deconstructed Coil  
 We offer high quality wire wrapped 
jewelry in different styles and a variety of 
metals also cabachons and a small variety 
of loose gemstones, crystals and minerals. 
instagram.com/deconstructedcoil

EmuPeacockOwlandCrow  
 Artwork by Andrea McCann 
Etsy: EmuPeacockOwlandCrow

EYESCREAM  
 Adornments and vessels, crafted in 
moonlight, etched with metal scribe, encased 
in intricate wires, formed with calloused 
fingers, painted soul with blood. 
eyescreamjewelry.com 
IG: @eyescreamjewelry 
 
Forge and Fountain  
 Forge and Fountain is a husband and 
wife team of sacred makers specializing 
in jewelry, accessories, and magical tools. 
With respective backgrounds in fine art 
and blacksmithing, their work is a unique 
alchemy of sophisticated design and rustic, 

old world charm. 
forgeandfountain.com 
wildempressmagic.com

House of Wormwood  
 25 years the story teller, Wilamina 
Wormwood’s Washwares & Wickwares are 
more than what meets the eye. Her House 
of Wormwood showcases theatrical Wares 
inspired by nature, fantastical literature, 
and world traveling. Created with positive 
intentions, rich with lore, fan-fiction, and 
backstory, every vegan product is a gift for 
those who love a flare for drama! 
houseofwormwood.com

Kitchen Witch Gourmet  
 Step Into the world of potions, elixirs 
and tea magic when you explore the world 
of magically infused teas and spices with 
Kitchen Witch Gourmet. Whether you are 
looking for a potion to help you sleep, an 
elixir to lift your libido, or simply to add the 
spice of life to your meals.  Try our delicious 
edible magic in a cup or on your spoon. 
kitchenwitchgourmet.com

Lunae Lumen 
 Established in January of 2018, Lunae 
Lumen began as a way to cope  with 
losing my job, and was inspired by my late 
grandmother who had a passion for making 
jewelry. What started as something small, 
just to pass the time, has now grown into 
a career that I absolutely love. It gives me 
something fun to do, while also giving me 
a safe space to express my creativity, and 
allowing me to do something that I love. As 
of now, I make a plethora of fun things, but 
my two main handcrafts focus heavily on 
Jewelry and Resin. 
linktr.ee/taerantallegra

Mary Ancilla Art   
 Mary Ancilla Martinez creates original 
oil paintings, prints, tapestries and more. 
She finds inspiration in themes exploring 
a variety of predominantly feminine 
archetypes. She works using fairy tales, folk 
tales, myths and legends from around the 
world, as well as nature and her own life 
experiences. The power and magnificence of 
animals, birds and insects often appear in 
Mary’s work as allegory for emotional states, 
transitions or as spirit guides. 
maryancilla.com 
Facebook: Art of Mary Ancilla Martinez 
Instagram: @maryancilla.art

SUNDAY/VENDOR ROOM
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Maxine Miller Studios  
 Maxine is a celebrated artist whose work centers around the 
Celtic and Pagan cultures. She has devoted many years of her 
artistic life to honoring and illuminating these traditions for people 
of today. Her work is rich with exquisite detail and symbolism. 
maxinemillerstudios.com

Mosshollow Hill  
 At Mosshollow Hill, everything starts with an idea or a need. 
We research the process, implement the plan ourselves, enjoy the 
successes, and learn from the failures. Through this process we 
raise food to limit what we purchase from a store, and our animals 
provide weed abatement, entertainment for each other, ourselves, 
and our guests, and fiber used in our textile arts. We value hard 
work, creativity, experimentation, repurposing, and resilience. Come 
learn, create, and explore with us. 
mosshollowhill.com

Mystic Stone Wizard Staffs  
 My wands, scepters and staffs are made from sacred cannabis. 
Vivid color and detail.  
 Singularly unique instruments for directing your power. 
Facebook: MysticStoneWizardStaffs 
Etsy: DragonTamerVault

Obsidian Designs  
 PHOENIX OBSIDIAN DESIGNS is a small company dedicated 
to the production of tools which will assist archaeologists and other 
educators in teaching about prehistory.   It provides a wide line 
of these educational tools as well as museum quality replicas of 
archaeological artifacts for use in the classroom or museum. 
obsidiandesigns.com/bio.html

Rambleware Jewelry  
 Hand fabricated, fine art jewelry. 
rambleware.jewelry

Prudence Priest 
 Amber & other precious stone jewellery and original watercolors 
for sale. 
Facebook: artbyPrudence

Sarah Shaver - Luck Weavings 

Settara Stones 
 Handmade Sacred Crystal Art & Jewelry and other Magickal 
items  
Instagram.com/settarastones

Stonewater Arts  
 Stonewater Arts is a textile arts business. We make magic with 
string! 
 We create handwoven wraps and shawls, Handspun yarns for 
knitting, crochet, and weaving, art quilts, a variety of upcycled goods 
and mixed media artwork based in textiles that represent our aim 
towards a zero waste model. 
 Pronouns: Sand Luck (they/them) 
 Pronouns: Kaye Luck (she/her) 

 Sand and Kaye Luck are married and have been creating art 
in their home studio for 6 years as Stonewater Arts. They have 
many years of experience in a variety of textile arts: hand spinning, 
weaving, sewing, quilting, mixed media art, and upcycling. 
 They live in an Arts and Crafts bungalow in Japantown San 
Jose, which explains why their inspiration comes from Japanese art 
(Sand’s culture) and the Arts and Crafts movement. Sand is a family 
modern traditional witch, and Kaye is a hearth witch. 
Instagram: @stonewaterarts 
Facebook: stonewaterarts 
stonewaterarts.com 
 
Summer Isle Creations 

The Different Drum  
 I make Magickal Drums for Magickal people. Of course, if you 
really want to get involved, I can help you make your own, too. 
thedifferentdrum.net

The Enchanted Wren  
 I am a paper and fiber artist, creating all manner of things 
inspired by nature, magic, and enchantment, seeing magic as art 
and art as magic. Creating is where my personal magic is strongest, 
and I’m always pushing myself to see just how far (or small) I can 
go!  
etsy.com/shop/TheEnchantedWren

Unbound Underground  
 My name is Kaitlin Crawford, I’m founder and owner of  
Unbound Underground Paranormal Guide Services. I’m a 6th 
generation Native American Spiritual Practitioner, Medium, and 
Spirit Artist.  
 I guide, consult, and advise people in cooperation with Spirit 
using the gift of mediumship and Automatic Writing. I specialize in 
Spirit Communication as well as resolving Spiritual Attachments and 
other ‘conflicts’ of the trade. I am so looking foward to participating 
in this event. 
 At my vendor booth: I will be selling Spirit Art (Art born from 
the channeling of Spirits), 15min. Mediumship/spirit communication 
sessions via automatic writing, as well as selling gift cards for 
services. 
unboundunderground.com

Willow Root Wands  
 Willowroot Magic Wands and metaphysical tools are made in 
California with care & skill. 
 In addition, each one is made from the finest materials with 
positive intent, careful craftsmanship, and an abundance of energy. 
 Furthermore, all of our products contain everything that a fine 
metaphysical tool deserves. 
 More importantly, everything that YOU deserve! 
Contact us at (510) 573-3459 or 1-800-554-0113 
willowrootwands.com 
Facebook: WillowrootWands 
Twitter: @willowrootwands 
Pinterest: willowrootwands 
Instagram: @willowrootwands

VENDORS
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Thank you to all of our 
wonderful sponsors!

The Sword and the Rose 
Ancient Ways

An Honest Host
Order of the Sacred Grove

Measure of Faith

THANK YOU TO SPONSORS
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